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ABSTRACT
Title of Dissertation: The Shipboard Office - The Role of ‘IT’ and Multi-Media
Systems in Managing Engineering Operations and
Maintenance Onboard Ship.

Degree:

MSc

This dissertation is an investigation of the roles of information technology and multimedia systems in the management of engineering operations and maintenance
onboard ships. It considers the implications and constraints of adopting these
technology tools on the economies of ship owners or managements companies,
Maritime Administrations, and the Maritime Education and Training Institutions,
especially in the developing countries.
The study reviews the various shipboard maintenance policies and management
techniques currently being practised in the traditional shipboard office with a view of
understanding its constraints and the needs of adopting the various technological
tools and systems. It also examines critically, the developmental trends in
communication between the ship at sea and the shore office and how this trend has
affected the landscape of management of shipboard operations and maintenance of
engineering systems and machineries.
The dissertation also presents an analysis of the result of the survey conducted to
ascertain the practicability or otherwise as well as the possible effect of adopting IT
and Multi-media systems in the management of shipboard operation. This is
followed by the summary of the findings of the research, and concludes by
recommending measures that will assist small ship owners and management
companies (especially inn developing countries) to take full advantage of the
benefits of indulging in these new technology tools in managing their ships.
KEYWORDS: Engineering Operations, Information Technology, Maintenance
Management, Multi-Media Systems, Shipboard Office, Ship-Shore Communication,
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL BACKGROUND

The main engine is undoubtedly, the heart of every vessel; hence a ship with a badly
maintained engine can be described as unseaworthy. Over the years, the world fleet
has been decreasing, especially those of developing countries due to poor
maintenance management policies. Technology and international regulations, such
as the International safety management (ISM) code, the International Standard
Organisation (ISO), are already generating requirements for operational and
maintenance data communication between ship and shore thus, causing companies
to embrace various information technology (IT) and multi-media tools as an aid to
effective fleet management and total compliance to international norms. It is without
gainsaying that these technological advances are well intended, but what remain
uncertain is how they will affect the economies of the shipping companies in terms of
cost of infrastructure, personnel development and manning needs.

1.2 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Have you ever been in a ships’ machinery space in times of difficulties? What can
you say was your experience? As a chief engineer or engineering officer keeping an
engineering watch, have you been in a situation where you have to make a decision;
an important decision on which the fate of the ship and the entire crew rests and do
not know what to do? What if you know what to do but can not do it because you do
not have spares? Can you imagine the uncertainty, frustration and fear that pervade
the whole place? What will you do to save the situation? So many questions!
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Often, when in this sort of situation, the engineer is usually under severe pressure to
restore the systems within the shortest possible time. To arrive at a solution the
engineer may rely on one, or the combination, of the following:
- The equipment’s service manual
- Experience
- Trial and error etc.
What if the system manual cannot be reached under the circumstance or if he has
never experienced this particular system failure? Of course, he can not afford to sit
and watch the ship go down, he must make some attempt at solving the problem,
naturally by trying various possible solutions until he restores the system to its
working condition. This is where the concern converges. If such trial fails, sometime
such failure can be very catastrophic sometime with severe casualties. Then who
takes the blame?

1.3 PURPOSE OF STUDY
Given the foregoing scenario, will the result have been any different if the engineer
could contact the shore maintenance unit for assistance or, better still, the system
manufacturers for advice? What does it take to contact the shore and at what cost?
The purpose of this study therefore, is:
•

To review the current practice of shipboard engineering operations and
maintenance management policies and the effectiveness or otherwise of the
traditional communication links between the “shipboard office” and shorebased maintenance staff for expert advice. •

•

To analyse current trends and developments in the field of information
technology and multi-media tools and their application to monitoring, trending
and analysis of machinery condition and maintenance planning onboard
ships.

•

Examine the impact and implications of the use of such technologies on the
economies of ship management companies. Maritime Administrations and
Maritime Training Institutions, in terms of cost of installation, training need for
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seafarers and support personnel, and data transfer charges (especially in the
developing countries)

•

Evaluate the possibility of managing the engineering operations and
maintenance effectively from shore through IT and multi-media and the
constraints for small ship management companies.

• Make recommendations based on the findings here-from.

1.4 BENEFIT OF THE RESEARCH
The launching of the inmarsat satellite and introduction of the Global Maritime
Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) into the maritime industry has elicited great
response from ship management companies and operators in the developed
countries leaving at its wake, a compelling and competitive desire to integrate the
office at sea into the mainstream of the shore office via satellite communication.
According

to Compuship

(1999b.

p.18),

“the

demand for ship-shore

data

communication is growing rapidly as more and more ship operators recognize the
benefits of bringing operation information ashore.”

However, most ship managers and operators in the developing countries do not
seem to be joined in the frenzy of this new technological advancement. To these
groups of managers and all potential investors from the developing world, this
research will provide a glimpse into the roles and possible implications of adopting
various IT and multi-media packages in monitoring the operations and maintenance
of their fleet. It will also assist Maritime Administrations in developing a sound policy
blueprint and making judgement in terms of licensing ships as well as when
reviewing their MET curriculum to be abreast of the training needs that these
technologies may impose on them.
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1.5 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research was designed to investigate the role, which IT and multi-media
systems can play in the management of engineering operations and maintenance
onboard ships. The primary data used in the analysis and determination of the
various objectives was generated from the survey conducted by this researcher
through questionnaires. The questionnaires were distributed to three categories of
respondents making up the population sample. These categories included; selected
students of WMU classes of 2002 and 2003, resident faculty members of the WMU
and non-resident faculty members including visiting IT and multi-media services
providers from Europe and Japan. The feedback data were analysed using simple
percentage method with 50% set as a level of response for acceptance of any
proposition. Secondary data were from books, journals; field studies discussions and
personal interviews, engine and equipment manufacturers handbooks, lectures and
online sources.

1.6 ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

This research is organized into six chapters. Chapter one would give a general
introduction and layout of the work; while chapter two would review the various
shipboard

maintenance

policies

currently

practiced

in

fleet

maintenance

management. Chapter three would focuses on the shipboard office and its roles and
limitations in a traditional ship management structure. Chapter four analyses the
various developments and trend in ship-shore communication, information and multimedia technology and the application of these technology tools in the management
of engineering operation and maintenance onboard ships. Chapter five would
analyse the result of the survey conducted to determine the role of IT and multimedia systems in the management of engineering operation and the implications of
adopting such technologies and systems to ship management or owning companies.
Maritime Administrations and the Maritime Education and Training Institutions in the
developing countries. Finally, chapter six would summarise the findings, conclude
the research and give some recommendations.
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1.7 SCOPE OF STUDY
Communication between a ship at sea and its shore management office is not a new
concept. It is indeed as dynamic as the shipping industry itself and has passed
through a decade of great advancement in the field of application electronics such as
information processing and multi-media packages. This research is therefore laid out
to review the traditional shipboard maintenance management policies in view of the
developments in information and communication technologies, the adaptation and
roles of these technologies in the efficient management of the operations of the
ships and their implications to ship management companies and owners in the
developing countries where the acceptance level of these technologies is still
unarguably low.

1.8 LIMITATIONS

A social research of this nature would require a great deal of interaction
between the researcher and the benefiting industries. Unfortunately, under
the time constraint for the completion of the research and the cost of
embarking on several industrial visits for participatory observations were
strong limitations of this research. The information for this research is
therefore limited to the responses of fellow students and the various field
studies discussions and experiences of the faculty members of the WMU.
However, since the WMU students that form greater percentage of the
population sample are from the shipping industries of the developing nations,
the researcher believes that their opinions, complemented by those of the
faculty staff and other manufacturers and service providers consulted will
represent an aggregate of the actual situation in the industry in the
developing countries.
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CHAPTER 2

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Shipping is one of the worlds’ most dynamic and capital-intensive businesses. It falls
within the purview of the service industry whose objective is to provide an effective
and efficient service at an optimal cost and time. The efficiency of any shipping
company is however, a function of many interwoven factors including amongst
others, the state of the ships in its fleet, the average age and employment of the
vessels, the type of propulsion plant, the maintenance culture and experience of its
crew, design factors, as well as the quality of the shore management personnel.

At the centre of all these though, is the state of the propulsion plants and its
auxiliaries. The main engine is the heart of the vessel and the increasing
complexities

of equipment and

machineries

require a

viable

maintenance

programme that will ensure that the system performs in a way that will guarantee
operational reliability and availability. This can only be achieved through a standard
maintenance culture that will provide a means of planning, scheduling, controlling
and performing planned maintenance on all equipment as and when necessary and
at an optimal cost.

Unfortunately, maintenance has, over the years, been misconstrued to mean the
simple act of rectifying failures and dispensing of some quantity of lubricating oil
according to the dictates of a manufacturers specification. This misconception can
be excused given that before the evolution of the present maintenance approaches,
various ship owners and / or operators developed and adopted such approaches, as
they considered appropriate. This gave rise to various maintenance management
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methods. This chapter will therefore, review these various types of maintenance
management systems with a view of identifying their strength and weaknesses
especially in the light of the requirements of various classification societies and the
ISM code and compare them with the present day approach.

2.2

GOALS OF MAINTENANCE

Before discussing the various types of maintenance approaches being practiced
presently, it wilK suffice to say that'the goal behind any maintenance method be
properly understood. The objectives of an effective maintenance scheme include the
enhancement of machinery and equipment availability, high degree of reliability,
flexibility and efficiency in terms of operating modes, control of the rate of equipment
deterioration and ensure the safety of operation and protection of environment for an
optimum cost. These goals shall be considered briefly.

2.2.1 MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT AVAILABILITY

“Availability” may be defined in a broad sense as the index that quantitatively
indicates the co-ordination between the engineer’s role and the capacity of the
engine room equipment. It may be classified into two parts; the hardware part (the
main components) and the software part (the human skill). The availability of the
engines and its associated components are more or less determined at the design
stage of the ship while that of the software part can only be realised through the
crew’s skill in performing the operational procedures adopted at the design stage in
the maintenance of equipment and protection of the environment, with the sole aim
of attaining a situation where availability is unity.

In any shipboard engineering operation, failure rate. Mean Time Between Failure
(MTBF), and Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) had been traditionally considered as
problems associated only with the components under consideration but the skill of
the crew is no doubt, is also deeply related to these problems. Hence for a ship, it is
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not important if she stopped because of hardware failure or because of a maloperation; the main point is that of the stopped ship. In defining availability,
(Yonemoto et al 2000, p. 2-3), adopted a hypothetical ship’s operating cycle (fig.2.1),
in which the Y-axis represents the vessel’s ‘up-time’ while the X-axis represents the
ship’s service life.

Figure 2.1: Determination of availability using ship’s operation cycle
Source: ICERS

From the figure above, the ship’s availability cab be determine analytically as follows;
Up-Time
Availability =

------------Useful-Time

N x MTBF
=

--------------------

1
=

N (MTBF +MTTR)

----------------------1 + MTTR /MTBF

From this equation, it can be seen that ‘Availability’ is maximum when the ratio of
MTTR/MTBF is at minimum or zero and that the higher the availability, the longer
the mean time between failure (MTBF) for a given MTTR. MTTR would be
influenced by such factors as:
•

The loss of earning of a ship out of service

•

The level of isolation of the vessel from repair and spare facility;
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•

The cost of labour (where shore hands may be required)

•

The skill and experience of maintenance personnel

If the ship’s down time is defined as the period during which she is not in use due to
or while awaiting maintenance, then by reducing the MTTR and increasing the
MTBF the overall down time of the vessel would have been minimized.
Unfortunately, increasing MTBF is a very difficult task from the hardware
(components) point of view because their operations are based on the respective
fundamental engineering principles on which their design were based and over
which the maintenance team may have little or no control.

From the point of view of the maintenance personnel (soft ware) it can be said that
the MTBF is a function of the skill level and experience of the maintenance
personnel. If the marine engineer is a highly skilled person with years of requisite
experience, then chances are that the machines will be operated under good
conditions and may not fail frequently. However, it is not only the skill and
experience of the operator that can ensure this increase in MTBF; there are other
contributory factors that must be considered. These include amongst others;

•

The type and function of the equipment or machinery that is involved - is it
essential to the efficient and safe operation of the vessel and does it have a
duplicate that can be used while the damaged one receives attention?

•

The frequency with which personnel join or leave the vessel;
Safety and insurance conditions, necessitating stringent survey requirements
etc.

These problems are of a general nature hence they will obviously vary for different
ships depending again on their employment, age, propulsion plants and the route;
thus underscoring the need for a shipping company to develop and adopt a
maintenance policy for each ship considering all the factors mentioned above and of
course, keeping the overall goal of efficiency at an optimum cost at heart.
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2.2.2 EQUIPMENT RELIABILITY AND EFFICIENCY

There is no gain saying the fact that maintenance raises the levei of equipment
efficiency but this must be done based on some established policy. This is because
machinery undergoing too much maintenance at a given time would translate into
high maintenance cost, implied shorter MTBF, and more equipment down time. In
some cases excessive maintenance may even lead to lower reliability depending on
the skill and experience of the maintenance personnel, as mistakes in reassembling
cannot be completely ruled out.

New approaches to safety culture and risk-based classification coupled with
advances in information technology are however having a profound influence on
merchant ship operation and maintenance thus necessitating a radical shift in
paradigm to the reliability-centred maintenance scheme. Reliability no doubt, is a
prerequisite for safety. Fortunately, advances in information technology as well as
new regulations seem to have prompted the shipping industry to take advantage of
these reliability-engineering methods. New initiatives such as the introduction of the
International Safety Management (ISM) Code, the STCW Code and the Formal
Safety Assessment (FSA) guidelines are already changing the management of
safety and hence reliability in ship operations. From the regulatory point of view,
there is a growing consensus within the industry that reliability and risk-based
approach will become the accepted benchmark of setting new standard of
machinery safety.

This is further strengthened by the Carver report on safety aspects of ship design
and technology which has added momentum to move reliability task from the
traditional prescriptive approach to ship safety and reliability, to a more proactive
goal setting performance-based approach. Inozu & Radovic (1989. p.122). Already
classification societies have started adopting risk-based rule for ship machinery in
view of its potentials to improve the safety and operational efficiency of the ship. It is
based on the analysis of failure of ship system function, the consequences and
frequency of failure, which play a major role in the development, and implementation
of the new risk-based class survey rules for vessels. According to Inozu & Radovic
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(1999, p.122), “various European projects now focus on the implementation of
quantitative Reliability and Risk Assessment. Application of Reliability-CentredMaintenance technique to commercial shipping has been proposed with a number of
pilot projects already completed.

2.2.3 RATE OF EQUIPMENT DETERIORATION

A good maintenance policy is one that will enhance a reasonable degree of
protection of machinery and equipment from rapid deterioration but maintain the
wear and tear rate resulting from prolonged use.of the equipment or machinery
within an acceptable economic limit. The absence of a credible and flexibly
practicable maintenance policy will only result in excessive deterioration just as too
much maintenance may be wasting a lot of money and time. This was one of the
major problems that beleaguered most of the shipping fleet of the developing
countries especially, that of Nigeria.

According to Cookey, in a personal interview with this researcher (1997), “ the main
problem that led to the eventual collapse of the liquidated Nigeria National Shipping
Line (NNSL) was that of excessive deterioration of the entire fleet resulting partly
due to poor maintenance policies and partly because of the bureaucratic bottlenecks
associated with the requisition and approval of maintenance fund and the diversion
of such funds when, released to uses other than that for which they were intended.”
These, this researcher believed, must have been responsible for the frequent
breakdowns and elongated down times which most of the vessels suffered in the
wee hours of the company’s life in the early 1990s.

To keep an equipment in the required condition for safe and economic operation
therefore, it is important that such equipment’s function, life span, design
developments, cost and down time should be critically considered as it will amount
to sheer waste of money and time to keep maintaining a piece of machinery which
will be written off and probably replaced with a newer design after a iimited time.
Maintaining a ship and ensuring that its machinery remain within an acceptable
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economic level of deterioration is capital intensive and a daunting task; the success
of which dependents on such factor as capital vote on maintenance, quality and rate
of equipment designs and development. It is not an all-comers field and hence it is
only through a detailed planning and need analysis that equipment deterioration can
be understood and kept in proper check so as to ensure the overall reliability and
availability of the fleet.

2.2.4 PROTECTION OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT

The issue of environmental protection has been one of international concern and a
lot of discussions are presently going on both at national and international levels.
The International Maritime Organisation (IMO) convention on marine pollution
MARPOL 73/78 is just one of such efforts. Other attempts include the Kyoto protocol
on the environment, the Earth Summit, in Rio de Janiero etc. (United Nations, 1997)

The central theme of all these effort is the preservation of the environment in a
habitable and friendly state as to guarantee safety of lives and the ecosystems. The
MARPOL is clear on the requirements from ship owners and operators with respect
to the discharge of oily water from the ship to the sea. Annex I, Chapter II,
Regulations 16, 18 and 20 of the MARPOL convention give an insight to the
requirement of this all-important document. Similarly, the provision of Annex VI of
the same convention give credence to the need to monitor the rate of emission of
NOx and similar environmentally harmful substance from the ships’ engine exhaust
discharge in line with the Kyoto protocol.

In line with the above reasoning, it therefore behove that every serious minded ship
owner or operator must take steps to ensure reasonable compliance with the new
world order. This compliance can only be achieved if the vessel is given an optimal
maintenance attention. Various research studies have shown that the PH value of
drainage downstream of the scavenge air cooler is in the range of 4 - 5 and is
caused by the mixing of atmospheric air with rust generated within the parts
surrounding the scavenge air chamber Nippon, (1996. pp.15).
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Fortunately,

considerable research and development efforts have been committed to the
reduction of most of these harmful substances right at the design stages of main
propulsion plants while older ones are being retrofitted with exhaust scanner to
ensure the compliance to Annex VI, Regulation 13 of MARPOL 73/78. MAN, B&W
(2000a) and Wartsiia (2000a.pp 32-33).

The enormity of the task of meeting these stringent requirements of the MARPOL is
such that only an effective maintenance culture can guarantee that the ship comply
and does not pollute the marine environment either by dumping of garbage or
through the discharge of oily effluent especially from the machinery space bilge.
Since lubricating oil sample provides an indication of the true engine situation its
presence in more than acceptable proportion by volume can be an indication of the
state of the machinery and hence the degree of reliability of the ship. It can further
be reasoned that an increasing proportion of oil in bilge water indicates (for
whatever the cause may be) that substantial quantity of lube oil is being lost. This is
a dangerous scenario that can cause serious environmental pollution and a possible
liability. This is not supportive of the desire to reduce fuel and lubricating oil
consumption thus betraying the need to optimised

performance and fuel

consumption at all load conditions.

2.3 TYPES OF SHIPBOARD MAINTENANCE

Though the goal of every maintenance policy is to maintain the ship at a reasonable
and acceptable level of availability and reliability and reduce operating cost,
maintenance and repair procedures differ from one company to another and even
from one ship to another within the fleet of the same company. Adopting a particular
maintenance policy is a decision that depends on a lot of factors as already
discussed. Since these factors do not attract same priority and significance for all
organisations, it is understandable that there are various types of maintenance
policies.
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Despite the policy that may eventually be adopted, the basic question that precedes
such policy decision is usually whether to replace the item under consideration or
simply maintain it; when do we do what we chose to do. Answer to these questions
are necessary because there are some items which should only be replaced when
they fail such as oil rings, bearings, liners etc. Even with these questions adequately
answered, there still exist a considerable overlap between most of these policies
which will be seen in the section that follows as we review some of these policies
adopted by ship owners and operators in the past and present with a view to finding
their strength and limitations.

2.3.1 REPLACEMENT POLICY

This maintenance option is usually adopted when the breakdown of the equipment
to be maintained does not pose severe threat to operational safety or when the cost
of repairing the component exceeds the cost of replacing it. It could also be applied
to items that are undergoing rapid design changes such as the case of the bearings,
oil rings, filters, etc. Replacement of a component in this policy may be achieved in
two ways; either when the component has failed or at a predetermined time before
the component fails. The former will give rise to a breakdown replacement while the
later will be termed a preventive replacement policy.

While breakdown policy is definite and straightforward in terms of what to replace
and when to replace it, the same cannot be said to be the case with the preventive
replacement policy in which replacement time and frequency is highly uncertain and
mainly dependent on the understanding of the component and the experience of the
operator. The increasing number, size and complexities of modern day machineries
do not help this situation as the future reliability of the component to be replaced can
not accurately be determined thus making it difficult to arrive at a definite answer as
to how often replacement should be carried out. These notwithstanding, this policy
promises an overall longer Mean-Time-Between-Failure low maintenance cost and
is easily adaptable to modern equipment and technologies.
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2.3.2 BREAKDOWN MAINTENANCE

This method has no continuous activity associated with it. Essentially, no
maintenance activity, apart from normal servicing, is performed on machinery until it
fails or produces unacceptable performance. It is best suitable for machinery whose
breakdown would not stop or adversely affect the safe operation of other
machineries to whose functioning it contributes. It could also be adopted in
instances where the component involved is doubled or have a redundant set that
can be operating while the failed one receives attention or in situations where the
cost of breakdown and subsequent repairing of the equipment is less than that of
attempting to prevent the breakdown, as is the case with preventive maintenance.
At first impression this method seems the most cost effective because the
manpower and their associated costs are minimal, making it a preferred policy for
many ship operators in the past, but closer examination shows that when the
machinery fails, considerable expense is required to allocate manpower on an
emergency basis, for the repair/replacement of parts, and lost revenues due to
down-time can mount rapidly depending upon whether the repair process involves
full or partial strip down of the machinery. Clearly, this method has the highest
associated cost and maintenance is unpredictable at best.

In addition, an

unexpected failure can be dangerous to personnel and the facility.

2.3.3 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
This policy is the most widely employed of the maintenance technologies, primarily
because it has existed for the longest time and is well known. The proven benefit of
PM is that it provides the first level of control of maintenance costs beyond the
reactive maintenance mode. Studies have shown that a successful PM program can
provide a 30% reduction in maintenance costs relative to a pureiy reactive mode. It
involves the performance of inspection and servicing tasks that have been
prescheduled and pre-planned for accomplishment at specific points in time
(calendar or running) to retain the functionality of operating systems. By utilizing
Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM) methodologies, many ship owners and
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managers have developed a total, integrated maintenance strategy (tasks and
periodicity) for equipments and/or systems. The maintenance strategy includes all
maintenance tasks accomplished by all levels of maintenance (organizational,
intermediate, technical assist and depot). Hedderich, (1996, p.1-4)
Maintenance tasks and periodicity can range from recording temperatures once per
hour to time-directed overhauls once a cycle. All tasks should be directed at
preventing or retarding failure, detecting the onset of failure, or discovering a hidden
failure. The main objective of a preventive maintenance policy is to stop functional
delays, reduce maintenance cost, increase the MTBF and the overall life span of the
machinery. It involves ensuring adequate supply of lubricating oil to the various
systems, minor adjustments, replacement or repair of components to ensure
continuous operation of the vessel. It is actually advancement on a breakdown
maintenance program and is applied when the machinery under consideration is
essential to the continuous safe operation of the vessel or when a breakdown will
incur a high downtime cost.
The major strength of preventive maintenance is better appreciated when one
considers the two approaches through which it can be achieved viz; scheduling as
already described and monitoring. Using shipboard parlance, monitoring simply
translates to keeping a continuous or periodic watch on the machinery condition
such that when such equipment reaches a predetermined conditions or operating
parameters, then the necessary maintenance is carried out on it. This is called
condition monitoring. Another type of monitoring approach is called performance
monitoring. In this approach emphasis is not on the state of the equipment but rather
on its overall output or efficiency thus making it impossible to determine for certain
where maintenance is needed when the equipment performance drops below
acceptable benchmark.
One major problem with preventive maintenance policy is that of uncertainty in
anticipating failure and then deciding when the required maintenance should be
done. This explains why there is an engine room watch round the clock for condition
monitoring to put it in a current industry parlance. Another problem associated with
this policy is that it catches only a few faults in the bud and encourages continuous
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maintenance, which in itself can upset the machinery setting thereby resulting in
more stoppages and breakdowns. Shields, et al. (2000.p.23). Maintenance costs are
reduced because the "annual outage" for maintenance and repairs is usually
scheduled for a period when demand for ship’s service is low. Additional cost
savings are realized because manpower and any heavy equipment are scheduled.

2.3.4 PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE
Throughout the 1980s most ship owners and operators began to seek solutions to
high maintenance costs and spare parts inventories. It was later to be discovered
that by adopting a continuous approach to equipment condition monitoring and
maintenance, these reductions could be realized. Supporting this approach was the
profusion of portable data collectors and database software. As an extension or
enhancement to a portable data collector system, which can have an elevated
associated manpower cost, is a permanently installed monitoring system. Many of
these systems are currently being interfaced to advance software systems that can
assist with signal analysis. The key to this enhanced system is having the sensors
installed, which are available for signal acquisition continuously.
Using

these

systems,

and

the

appropriate training

necessary for signal

interpretation, it becomes possible to implement a predictive maintenance program.
This method relies on the data collected, either on a continuous basis or on a
routine periodic basis, to dictate the required maintenance procedure and when to
schedule the maintenance activity. Granted, that scheduling is a subjective topic
controlled by spare parts inventory, manpower availability, and market demand, but
by critically evaluating all these parameters a scheduled down-time can be
determined and all associated costs reduced.
Predictive maintenance, also known as condition monitoring, condition-directed
maintenance or Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM), is hinged on trend monitoring
and analysis. It is one policy that has vastly capitalized on the advances in
information technology to detect trends in the operating characteristic of the
equipment being monitored. The technical basis behind this concept is that a
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problem machine will give some measurable and consistent early warning signal
that the system is in the process of failing in one or more of its inherent failure
modes. It provides the ability to detect the onset of failure by measuring condition
non-destructively and therefore, significantly enhancing a planned maintenance
program.
These signals (e.g., vibration, heat, wear particles, etc.) can be measured, trended,
traced to a particular failure mode, and used to predict a failure. Corrective
maintenance can then be planned, scheduled and conducted at an optimum time for
the operator, pre-empting unplanned failure thereby achieving the goals of predictive
maintenance, which includes the elimination, or mitigation of unplanned mjachinery
breakdowns. Studies have shown that Predictive maintenance can “...reduce
maintenance costs by more than 30% over a simple Planned Maintenance program,
increase equipment availability and performance 2 - 40%, enhance safety, and
reduce energy consumption up to 10%”. (Hedderich, 1996 p.2)

2.3.5 PLANNED MAINTENANCE
Though the concept of planned maintenance has been known many years back, but
not many ship operators have been effective in its execution where it is adopted.
This can be attributed to either lack of in-depth knowledge of its working or lack of
resources and sometimes the “will” to invest in the policy. It is simply the
organization and execution of maintenance operation “...with forethought, control
and records, which is the minimum necessary in order to prevent breakdown
thereby reducing the total operating costs". (Shields et al, 2000. p.27). It includes a
Maintenance Data System (MDS), which is used to record important scheduled and
corrective maintenance actions or information and sometimes, electronic data
processing capabilities which helps in retrieving these maintenance information for
analysis. It provides a regularly scheduled test to determine the level of deterioration
or fall in performance using step-by-step fault isolation and repair concept.
Alexander, et al (1990. p.1-1)
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2.3.6 OBJECTIVES OF PLANNED MAINTENANCE
Planned maintenance is aimed at providing a complete technical documentation of
individual component and machinery design and operational characteristics using
the knowledge and experience of personnel who have witnessed, participated or
supervised similar work and the instructions from the equipment manufacturer’s
manuals in order to maximize operational efficiency of all machinery and reduce
downtime,' maintenance man-hours and cost. This may also be achieved via the
work-study concept. In this approach, a detailed analysis of the task to be carried
out is undertaken with the aim of identifying the most efficient procedure and time
required to accomplish each maintenance task.
Since the main aim of maintenance is to achieve optimum equipment availability,
then the introduction of planned maintenance will be the first step towards achieving
optimal maintenance policy. Though a planned maintenance system attempts to
provide methods and resources with which to accomplish each of its objectives, it
should be noted that it is not self-sufficient and hence does not replace the need for
maintenance personnel. From the foregoing therefore, it can be adduced that the
major aims of a good planned maintenance system includes the following:
•

To design and develop a comprehensive procedure for planning and
maintaining the ship’s machineries and systems in order to achieve greater
reliability, availability and safe operation at optimal cost.

•

To develop procedures for a ship’s system fault-isolation, task performance
scheduling and control

•

Develop procedures for determining methods, materials, tool descriptions
and personnel required for a given maintenance task.

•

Determine and allocate appropriate time for task completion.
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2.3.7 POTENTIALS OF PLANNED MAINTENANCE
One characteristic advantage of the pianned maintenance system is that it can
easiiy be adapted to suit any choice maintenance programme, it is not iimited to any
particuiar poiicy. These advantages are:
•

Fuii use of a pianned maintenance poiicy in an environment where there is
cooperation between the various ieveis of management wiii produce a
system that wiii boost the confidence and capabiiity of maintenance staff.
This wiii in turn improve the reiiabiiity, avaiiabiiity and reduce equipment
testing time.

•

it aiso eiiminates redundant testing resuiting from uncoordinated testing as
weii as detects most maifunctions during scheduied maintenance, it
encourages the recording and provision of feedback on maintenance and
personnei data thus, enabiing continuing management anaiysis for the
improvement of maintenance methods and personnei management

•

According to a research report, a sampie of data gathered from a fieet shows
conciusiveiy that “those ships that adhere to their pianned maintenance
scheduie maintain a significantiy high degree of avaiiabiiity without greater
manpower usage than those ships that do not use their pianned
maintenance scheduies”. OPNAViNST, (1994. p 1-2).

•

Another advantage of instaiiing a pianned maintenance system is that it
guarantees dassification society’s continuous machinery survey notation by
aiiowing the chief engineer to carryout certain machinery inspection himseif
with oniy periodic checks by the ciass surveyor; an arrangement that
ensures a great deai of cost saving for the company. Compuship, (1999a.
P-14)

•

By pianning maintenance scheduies, it is possibie to achieve a more even
distribution of maintenance workioad, as shown in figure 2.2 beiow, by
avoiding the usuai fluctuating ievei which sometimes tasks the personnei
beyond their physicai and mentai capacities thus ieading to fatigue and
casuaities whiie at other time workioad can be. as iow as to warrant querying
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the need for so much personnel, bearing in mind that constantly varying
peak and troughs of maintenance activity is not only economically unsound,
it can also be very unsettling to the workforce. Thomas, (1980. p.21).

Man-Hrs/week

With PM

Without PM

1

Weeks
Figure 2.2: Effect of Maintenance Planning on job distribution
Source: Stanford Maritime

2.4 FAULT DIAGNOSIS
Fault diagnosis is a systematic application of fault-isolation tools needed to
determine the exact cause(s) of a specific system malfunctioning or failure. It is
often a difficult, and knowledge-intensive task; not an end in itself, but a means of
facilitating appropriate corrective action leading to rectification of the isolated fault.
Kwee, (89. p. 80). Depending on the overall fault situation and objective of the
diagnosis, fault diagnosis can be carried out to varying degree of details under
different condition of time and information constraints. The basic level of detail will
be one that will require a duty watch officer to be able to diagnose an already
detected fault to the level of identifying the faulty machinery or equipment within the
machinery space. In such instance the officer does not need to find out exactly what
is wrong with the particular machine In order to make an operational decision such
as whether to start a standby machinery or reduce system load. The same cannot
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be said to be the case for a chief engineer or superintendent, as he will be expected
to find out the nnalfunctioning equipment and determine the basic fault such as wear,
fatigue corrosion.
Although fault diagnosis and isolation is not entirely new in the marine industry, but
just as equipment size and complexity varies, so the degree of its application has
largely varied from one company to the other. It is even more so challenging
concept now with the various advancements in technology such that though the
concept still remains the same but the tools and approaches have dynamically
changed over the years from the largely manual diagnostic process to the now
compact and electronic systems such as automation, remote control and computermediated techniques now being employed for condition based monitoring. These
potentials notwithstanding, the extent of adoption of fault diagnosis and its changing
nature has been largely limited by certain factors such as:
•

The increased use of automation which, have led to the design and building
of unmanned machinery space ships.

•

The ever-increasing size and complexity of machinery and systems and

•

Reduction in maintenance time coupled with reduced crew.

An overview of machinery system operation and maintenance showing various
levels of fault diagnosis and isolation is shown in Figure 2.3, (Appendix I)
Because the time between the development of a system malfunction and when the
fault becomes threatening and perhaps cause major disaster is not easy to predict
under emergency situation, isolation, diagnosis and decisive action in the selection
and implementation of the most appropriate fault-isolation tool need to be rapid and
must possess the following characteristics OPNAVINST, (1994. p. 1-7)
•

It should require minimum amount of time, equipment, personnel and
service.

•

It should be easy to implement and must convey the maximum intelligence
regarding the source of the fault.
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It should be easily adaptable to both on-line /off-line diagnostic testing
programmes

2.4.1 FAULT-ISOLATION AND DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES

There are basically four techniques usually associated with fault-isolation and
diagnosis of a machinery system. The figure below illustrates these methods.

Figure 2.4: Fault-Isolation and Diagnostic Techniques

2.4.2 VIBRATION ANALYSIS

This is particulariy useful for the detection and diagnosis of unbalance masses,
misalignments, damaged or worn bearings, unsatisfactory foundation and damping,
as well as problems associated with external sources of excitation. Before the
explosion in information technology, most experienced maintenance engineers
could detect and diagnose vibrating machinery by mereiy placing their hand and ear
to the machine and listening to and feeiing the noise and vibration generated.
Modern vibration anaiysis is however, based on the steady state, transient, periodic
or amplitude monitoring and the anaiysis of the magnitude of vibration using either
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conventional displacement, velocity or acceleration transducers and measured with
respect to factors such as time, frequency, phase angle, rotational speed etc.

2.4.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Another means of detecting and diagnosing machinery problems. It involves
monitoring and analysis of systems and sub-system or equipment, level of
efficiencies and mass energy balances and other performance related process
parameters such as temperatures, pressures and volumes. Performance analysis is
particularly useful in the diagnosis of fouling, poor combustion, excessive wear,
leakages and general deterioration of components and machinery systems. Today,
major machinery manufacturers have developed a computer- based performance
monitoring systems for the main engine and auxiliaries.

Wartsila for example, have developed the MAPEX (Monitoring and Maintenance
Performance enhancement with eXpert knowledge) which can “...Provides the ship
owner and operators with the tools needed to improve the cost and operating
efficiency of engines through better management and planning”. They include
features for monitoring, trend analysis of wear of piston rings, the rotation of piston
ring and allow performance-based maintenance and detect malfunction blow by
adhesive wear. Wartsila, (2001). COCOS-EDS is another computer-based faultisolation and diagnostics system developed by MAN B&W “to assist in the
performance evaluation of MAN B&W and Pielstick engines and for logging,
monitoring and storing of engine performance data and trend".

Monitored

parameters include exhaust temperatures, combustion pressure trace with respect
to time/crank angle, indicated engine efficiency. MAN B&W (2002b)

2.4.4 WEAR /DEBRIS ANALYSIS

Though the surface of machinery components may appear to be smooth to the
naked eye but when viewed with a magnifying glass, the surface will be seen to be
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far from being smooth. This surface chemistry is what is responsible for machinery
friction and wear especially when they are in relative motion. The wearing of these
surfaces is known to be one basic causes of many machinery failures. Fortunately,
advances in instrumentation and tribology have led to improvements in wear and
debris monitoring and analysis techniques for the detection and diagnosis of such
problems in machinery systems..

Wear can be detected by directly measuring the decrease in the material dimension
or through the analysis of the debris carried into the lubricant in contact with the
worn surface. .This is usually the case with bearing shells and cylinder liners using
periodic off-line manual gauges or on-line proximity probe. Other methods employed
in the-measurement and analysis of wear debris into the lubricating oil and other
fluid systems include periodic visual inspection of debris trapped in filters or
magnetic plugs, sampling and analysis techniques involving oil turbidity monitoring,
ferroquaraphy, spectrometry and image analysis. While many of these methods are
still currently based on manual, periodic collection and off-line analysis of lubricating
oil and debris samples, with strong inclination towards the use of on-'line equipment
for continue monitoring and analysis Kwee, (1989), today many companies have
commissioned some pilot projects in the use of on-line techniques to monitor
shipboard equipment performance.

2.4.5 TESTING AND INSPECTION

Before the 1990s most equipment testing and inspection were carried out manually
but with advanced knowledge in computing technology, more and more testing are
now being carried out using on-line methods, which are based on computermediated programmes. Diagnostic programmes are designed to isolate malfunctions
that occur in the internal logic of a printed circuit board. For other types of failure
modes a manual procedure may be used but even then the diagnostics, in many
cases, provides sufficient information to locate the exact area of the malfunction.
Some diagnostics programmes provide error-code readout while others provide a
direct location of the suspected faulty component.
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Both on-line and off-line testing and inspection though sometimes applied in most of
the techniques already discussed, are better applied to certain machinery problems
for which they are much more suitable using either of the following techniques;
•

Technical checks for equipment such as electrical machines and motors,
control, alarm and safety systems, data acquisition systems, computers,
automatic test equipment and even manual testing methods.

•

Insulation

testing,

infra-red/thermographic

inspection

on

electrical

switchboards, control panels etc.
•

Various non-destructive testing methods involving the use of dye penetrants,
ultrasonic inspections and radiographic, eddy currents magnetic particles etc

•

Visual inspection with the naked eyes or with the help of some special
instruments.

In addition to these techniques, inspection can also be carried out by “thermal
imaging equipment or the easiest and often the most effective, by the use of one’s
senses with the frequency of inspection determined by a number of factors such as
environmental condition, duty cycle, availability and cost”. Barnes, (2001 101).

2.5 MAINTENANCE SCHEDULING

One major consideration in the issue of equipment maintenance and repair is that of
scheduling maintenance activity. Maintenance scheduling, or lack of it thereof, has a
direct impact on all cost factors related to maintenance and repair of shipboard
machinery. The purpose of scheduling repair activity is to ensure that all
maintenance and repair actions are performed in a cost effective manner, with the
necessary manpower, spare parts and tools available and as at time when due.
Maintenance scheduling can be preventive, predictive or even reactive in nature and
may be approached manually or by a wide variety of automated systems.

Thus far, there is no perfect maintenance policy, not as long as the factors that
necessitate their adoption vary from one company (or one ship) to another.
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Maintenance scheduling simply seeks to develop a maintenance plan that can
possibly integrate these various policies into a workable framework that guarantees
optimum equipment performance at an optimal operating cost. Scheduling can
therefore be reactive (largely unplanend in nature), preventive, which is in the
category of planned maintenance while predictive scheduling is within the realm of
projecting a planned sequence of maintenance activity.

Figure 2.5, appendix (II), shows the normal flow of events used by most
maintenance managers in the development of an integrated maintenance schedule.
It also shows maintenance management responsibilities and the sequence of events
that flow from the head of each department and work-centred planned maintenance
system record book through the scheduling aid to test execution and reporting.
There is a maintenance control board, which contains the cycle schedules and the
current and subsequent quarterly schedules. This board summarises the status of
current and planned preventive maintenance and is normally updated on a weekly
basis by a scheduling officer.

2.6 OPTIMAL MAINTENANCE POLICY

The ability to apply total quality fundamentals will be the key factor in determining
our success in achieving an optimum maintenance policy and meeting the above
challenges. The following vision, termed Continuous Maintenance, represents a total
quality shipboard maintenance strategy, which would move us away from the costly
reactive, unplanned failure activity mode to an effective, knowledge-based, quality
mode. Continuous Maintenance is much more than brokering maintenance
requirements on the waterfront and building work packages. According to Burns
(1993), ‘Continuous Maintenance’ is a Total Quality Management (TQM) concept
that addresses the programmatic and technical aspects of maintenance as a whole.
It is technically founded on maintenance/logistics engineering principles; addresses
the entire maintenance function and provides a quality system for developing and
executing

the

maintenance
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function.

2.7 MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
Maintenance management is a concept that should involve every level of personnel
both shipboard and those ashore if it must be effective. Before now ship short-term
maintenance management has been viewed as an exclusive reserve of the
shipboard personnel or at best the technical department of the organization but
modern management theories thrive on the knowledge that ship management tasks
are numerous but interrelated and cannot be treated in isolation. This awareness
favours a holistic approach, as the quality of management achieved is the aggregate
contribution of every department and staff as enshrined in the ISM code and ISO
9000. Figure 2.6 shows a typical ship maintenance management structure.

Figure 2.6: Ship maintenance management structure

There are usually three levels of ship maintenance management structure, which is
applicable to both shore based and shipboard personnel. At the highest level is the
top management (directors) whose duty it is to formulate the organisation’s strategic
policies. At this level, management information is of general nature and covers the
various facets of the business life. Its success is dependent on the input from the
middle level management where the information is specific and more technical in
nature. Detailed procedures for performing management tasks are established at
this level taking into consideration the specific needs and requirements of the
various work units. In this category are the various section heads, managers,
designated persons etc. However, only a well-equipped work force can meet the
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challenges of carrying out the detailed tasks as specified by the middle managers.
The actual day-to-day operation of performance tasks are carried out at this lower
level by suitably qualified personnel.

The relative size of each of these levels of maintenance management is a reflection
of the volume of operational pejformance carried out there. Shipboard maintenance
management, as will be seen later, is structured in a similar fashion with the Master
and chief Engineer, Chief Officer, and the 2nd Engineer, serving as the top level
maintenance managers (Short term), getting input from the second officer, and third
engineer, depending on the ships manning level while the lower level is made up of
the junior officers, from both the deck and engine room in addition to other deck
hands, ABs, greasers, watch keepers.

2.8 MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT AND THE ISM CODE

Before the 1980s when shipmanagers were among first ship operating company to
recognize the potentials to be derived from implementing formal safety and quality
management system, there were as many ways of managing the safety of ship
operation as there were ships and shipping organisations. Of the various alternative
systems, the most widely adopted was the International Ship Management
Association (ISMA) Code of ship management standards because of its applicability
to the specific needs of ship managing companies although it did not get universal
acceptance. Other companies opted for an alternative route such as the DNV’s SEP
rules and the ISO 9002, which focused not only on ship safety but also that of the
environment. Willingale, et al. (1998. p.32).

The fierce debates on these alternative routes to ship safety management that
characterised the early 1990s, though not conclusive in terms of far reaching
consensus, led to the refocusing of attention on safety especially with the adoption
and coming into force of the IMO’s International Safety Management (ISM) Code in
1994 as a mandatory requirement for ship managing companies from 1998 onwards.
This code require ship operating companies to develop and operate a safety
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management system that is peculiar to their operating circumstance although they
are to maintain all basic elements of the code.

The objectives of the Code seem very much in agreement with the overall safety
objectives of ship management companies irrespective of which route they adopt in
order to achieve it. Therefore,, b.y adopting this code, ship management companies
are, by extension, making its objectives part of their policies. Section 1.2 of the code
states that:
•

The objectives of the Code are to ensure safety at sea, prevention of human
injury or loss of life, and avoidance of damage to the environment, in
particular to the marine environment and to property

It further stated that the “Safety management objectives of the company should
inter-alia:
•

Provide for safe practice in ship operation and a safe working environment;

•

Establish safeguard against all identified risks; and

•

Continuously improve safety-management skill of personnel ashore and
onboard ships including preparing for emergencies related both to safety and
environmental protection. (ISM Code, p.6)

The provision of qualified personnel specifically to attend to the safety and
maintenance needs of each ship, called a designated person, is one of the high
points of achievements of the new code. The designated person, who shall have
direct access to the highest level of management, is to ensure the safe operation of
each ship and provide a link between the company and the shipboard staff. He shall
amongst other responsibilities, be charged with the duty of monitoring the safety and
pollution prevention aspect of the operation of each ship and ensure that adequate
resources and shore-based support are provided when required.

2.9 TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT (TQM)

With all these in mind and in view of the international nature of present day crewing
methods which thrive more on multinational crew with its attendant problems, the
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ISM code could not have been more timely as it has formed the basis for the
development and operation of total quality management both ashore and onboard
ships. TQM will, no doubt, change the way many ship operating companies and
indeed shipboard officers (Master, Chief Engineers) execute their maintenance
policies. This change can only be achieved if there is a direct and clear
communication from the top management to all employees to explain the need to
focus on process so that everyone understands their roles in improving the system
performance.

For the shipboard maintenance team, clear communication line is the greatest
safeguard to safe operation. For a duty-watch engineer, if the operating instruction
and gauge readings, for example, are written in language he does not understand,
then he is prone to mistakes, which could lead to casualty. For this reason, those
whose duty it is to plan maintenance tasks must ensure that operating instructions
that will aid a safe execution of that task are well communicated in a manner and
language that those to carry out the task will understand so that they do not
endanger their lives and that of the ship. This is why the move by the IMO to
introduce a standard maritime communication language for shipboard personnel will
continue to attract more accolades.
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CHAPTER 3
THE SHIPBOARD OFFICE
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Although various ship-managing companies adopt different systems, procedures
and organisation of work practice and documentation in service delivery, they most
commonly share some characteristics. For example though there is a continuous
shift in paradigm in ship management techniques in order to remain competitive, it is
without gainsaying that most ship management companies today still rely on the
traditional approach of maintaining a central office where all the vessels in its fleet
must report and return to for their needs. This they claim is necessary for two
reasons:
•

In order to control overheads especially in the areas of manning, general
staffing level and cost

•

The need to comply with the ever-increasing regulatory demands such as
the ISM Code

The system normally favours the management of the ship’s day-to-day operation by
a fleet support group comprising of at least four staff - usually two superintendents
who are technically qualified and appropriately experienced to manage the technical
and operational aspect of the fleet (with each assigned to supervise four vessels)
and two support staff responsible for the procurement and administrative matters.
This support group (usually referred to as the technical department) works as a
team and relates with other departments such as operations, commercial and
personnel on a daily basis.

This is very much the same as the requirement of the ISM Code for a designated
person who should have access to the highest level of management and shall be
responsible for the safe and efficient operation of the vessel and the protection of
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the marine environment. The difference however, is that while the designated
person is to be specially trained for the job in addition to other initial technical
training and experiences, most people used as fleet superintendents may only be
technically qualified and experienced but not trained in compliance to the
requirements of the Code. This chapter presents the various strides made by ship
managers in an effort to improve on the well-known traditional approaches, the
functions, potentials and limitations of the shipboard office as an extension of the
headquarters in the management of ship operations.

3.2 DEFINITION
Each vessel in any given fleet is no doubt the workstation of the shipboard staff of a
ship management company. As part of the shore headquarters, she is not only to
report her activities to it, but is operated in accordance to the company’s laid down
policies and practice. Traditionally, the shipboard office is still structured to reflect
the various work units such as the Deck, Engine Room, Catering and the Radio unit.
Usually, two cabins are allocated to the office with the Chief Mate and chief
Engineer in charge of the Deck and Engine room office respectively.

The shipboard office is simply the administrative and operational set up on board the
ship, as an extension of the main office ashore, where all documents relating to the
ship and its operations are kept. There are usually two of such offices onboard a
ship with one being kept by the deck and the other kept by the Chief Engineer (The
Chief Engineer’s store). It contains information on the vessel technical details such
as, the ship’s drawings, machinery and outfit plans, survey records, dry docking,
equipment history and reports of trend analysis, spare and maintenance records,
incident reports, machinery operational manuals, bunkering transactions.

Documents showing the roles of each departments, the schedule of work, the line of
command and authority and the responsibility of individual crew in the safe
operation of the ship vis-a-vis the company’s policies especially with respect to the
requirement of the ISM’s safety management system, class society requirements
and those of other statutory bodies such as the ISF, ITF and ISO 9000 standards
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regarding safety management, surveys, manning level and safe working practice
onboard ship and the protection of the marine environment, are also kept in these
offices. Like the head office ashore, the shipboard office is made up of the personnel,
tools and infrastructure required for the efficient operation of the vessel with each of
the work units headed by a person appropriately qualified and duly certificated for
the functions he is expected to perform.

3.3 STRUCTURES AND MANAGEMENT

The Master who is so qualified, experienced and certificated to carry the ship out for
operation, is the heads of the office at sea and is supported at the management
level by the Chief Officer, Chief Engineer and the 2"'* Engineer. He is solely
responsible for the efficient and safe Navigation of the vessel as well as the safety of
the crew and the marine environment, in addition to making sure that clients cargo
are delivered in the most efficient and cost effective manner with minimum delay
and damage. The Chief Officer, Chief engineer, the Radio officer are directly
responsible for the day-to-day running of the office and reports to the'Master in all
maters of safety, operation etc. Relationship between the vessel and the head office
is usually maintained through the appropriate schedule officer with directive from the
Master. Usually such relationship is routed through the ship’s superintendent to the
management or via the designated person (in compliance to the ISM Code). The
Master also maintains a direct link with the personnel unit of the head office who will
arrange all personnel matters relating to the ship’s crew such as relief, transfer,
promotion, salary and wages, repatriation etc. Figure 3.1 (Appendix III) shows the
structure and the line of command of a typical office at sea.

3.3.1 THE DECK DEPARTMENT
The Master is also the head of the Deck department though the day-to-day running
of the department is the responsibility of the Chief Officer. In addition to being in
command of all the operations of the vessel, he ensures that all navigational duties
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such as safe navigation, ship structure, cargo Handling, and storage, controlling the
Operation of the ship, safety and social responsibilities to persons onboard, are
carried out in a manner that does not jeopardise the ship, her cargo or the crew.

3.3.2 THE ENGINE ROOM DEPARTMENT
The ship’s main engine and its associated auxiliaries are the heart and iife of a
vessel in operation. The effective management of the engine room therefore is a
prerequisite for safe navigation. This department is headed by the Chief engineer
and supported by the 2nd engineer and other junior engineers in the management of
the following functions; Marine Engineering, electrical. Electronic and Control
Engineering, maintenance and repair, controlling the operation of the ship as well as
safety and social responsibility to persons onboard

3.3.3 THE RADIO DEPARTMENT

This department is becoming increasingly diminished with majority of new ships no
longer having special Radio Unit. This is due to various breakthroughs and
developments in communication and information technology tools such as Global
Positioning System (GPS), Global Maritime Distress and safety system (GMDSS),
Satellite communication, fax, the World Wide Web, electronic mails and others, thus
are making the maintenance of a full radio department less attractive. However,
where it still exists, its major contribution to the family tree of shipboard office
functions is that it is the main link between the shipboard office and the ship’s head
office. Current trend is to have at least two officers trained in the use and operations
of these new tools thereby making the absence of radio officers inconsequential.
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3.4 MANAGING ENGINEERING OPERATION

The magnitude of main engine and machinery-related casualties are usually tied to
the response rate of the engineering personnel to such incidents. According to Koo,
(1995. p.6), “the most basic step towards effective rapid response is through quick
identification and diagnosis of the deficiency”. To achieve this, it is imperative that
every watch-duty engineer should be able to react appropriately and independently,
taking

necessary proactive actions that will stem the propagation, further

deterioration and eventual damage of the machinery. This suggests that, the
management of the engine room, as an .independent office at sea, goes beyond the
realm of being able to fix damaged machinery and the application of lubricating oil or
grease. It encompasses the ability to plan every maintenance planning and
scheduling, requisition, stowage and control of spares, job allocation, documentation
of maintenance carried out and those still to be done, handling of crew and their
training needs, and arranging maintenance support in order to ensure maximum
availability and reduction in the ship’s downtime.

3.4.1 DOCUMENTATION OF MACHINERY HISTORY

Accurate records keeping of plant and machinery history is a prerequisite for
effective planned maintenance management. The purpose of this machinery
accounting is to provide a medium where pertinent equipment maintenance
information can be stored and evaluated for the determination of maintenance
modes and specifying and scheduling of future maintenance jobs. However, the
number of systems and sub systems that make up the ships machinery are so
numerous that, if such records must be kept on individual equipment basis,
describing its manufacturer, model serial number, location and other nameplate
information, the task will be very time-consuming and prone to mistakes especially if
done manually which will require keeping notes on papers in an organised file,
entering required data on specially designed equipment cards and keeping the
cards in some relational order that will ensure ease of referencing and retrieval at
later times.
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By maintaining accurate and concise records of all maintenance, repair and
modifications performed on machinery equipment, shipboard personnel can get
valuable information that may be needed in the evaluation of equipment trending
analysis and determination of the causal factors leading to experienced failures.
This should include confirmation that a scheduled maintenance task was performed
or deferred, comments on abnormal conditions experienced during normal operation
and cross-referencing to survey and ro service reports. This will help in optimising
maintenance scheduling especially in the shipboard environment with a high
■personnel turnover rate and provide the replacement personnel'with the knowledge
and experience of the previous personnel.

In the view of Alexander et al, (1990. p.7), manual bookkeeping system requires the
crew to keep an accurate record and to re-examine it while making maintenance
decision. With reduce manning now prevalent in the industry, maintaining and
reviewing equipment history using the manual method is becoming more difficult
and the man-hour that should be invested in effective bookkeeping are spent in the
actual maintenance work.

3.4.2 SPARE INVENTORY CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT

One major problem confronting most ship maintenance managers (both shipboard
and shore staff) is that of the planning and management of spare part inventory.
Before now, the traditional method favoured carrying as much component spares as
possible in the ship’s store or even in the head office ashore and having to keep
adequate records. When there is a component breakdown, then such spares are
requisitioned from the ship’s store or from the head office. Unfortunately, if a need
arises urgently and the required spare is not in stock, then the ship superintendents
ashore begins the hideous task of raising an order based on Management’s
approval. This can take days and sometimes weeks and even when finally gotten,
there is the agonising time of placing the order and awaiting response from the
spare manufacturers or dealers.
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While all these are going on, the ship may be lying motionless in a far away port and
incurring daily charges and burning lubricating oil and fuel as seen in the scenario in
which a ship went out of action following a major breakdown. For two weeks she
was in port while her superintendent tried anxiously to find the vital part needed to
get her going. All other vessels, in the fleet were contacted but none seem to have
the part; leaving the superintendent with no choice but to, order a new one. Whiie
making a routine visit to one of the vessels in the fleet that had denied carrying the
spare, two weeks later, the crucial part was discovered at one corner of the
engineer’s store. CompuShip, (1999a. p. 14). It is unfortunate that despite the huge
sum of money and time invested in the procurement and stowage of such items of
spares, they have no operating value until when they are needed to forestall
disruption of continuous safe operation of the revenue-generating asset. In
agreement with this Hunt, (1995. p.13-20) opined, “...materials are a period expense
which contribute nothing to vessel’s operation until consumed”; rather “inventory of
spare parts and materials cause such expenses as purchasing, storage, and
handling cost in addition to the interest on investment and revenue reductions”.

Although classification society rules normally include recommendations for onboard
spare parts, it is the responsibility of the ship owner to determine the specific spares
to carry onboard and the ones to store ashore based on an analysis of spare partseconomic variables such as price, inventory cost, availability, revenue loss due to
shortage, operating cost, distance, part deadweight revenue loss, vendor part
stocking services. However, the concern here is that inventories may eventually be
set too low to handle the still possible unexpected failure, and the possibility that by
waiting until a part is needed before purchasing it forecloses the danger that it
maybe out of manufacture at such time. Thus, determining an economic order
quantity and the optimum reorder point ensures that the stock cost involved is
balanced with the out-of-stock penalty cost to minimize the overall cost.

A good inventory system should integrate with other administrative system and be
easy to operate. It should:
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•

provide

cross-referencing from the planned

maintenance system to

determine the availability of spares for maintenance activities.
•

maintain part usage history and

•

be able to identify why machinery items are maintained in inventory (i.e.
manufacturer’s recommendation, reguiatory bodies, planned maintenance
activities)

•

be capable of producing a variety of reports, including spare part inventory
allowance, on-hand, on-order, usage history, requisition and receipt.

Close examination of the tasks listed above will show that it is impossible to create
an absolute optimum inventory. Given the number of machinery items that make up
the ship’s systems, it wouid not be difficult to appreciate the enormity of the tasks,
and the strain

it will impose on ship officers if each task (part listing, cross-

referencing, location, requisition and receipt) should carried out manually. However,
management of spare part inventory is constantly becoming easier with the
advances in computing and information technology tools such as the developments
of computer software written specially for managing shipboard spare part inventory.

Figure 3.2. Inventory system cost using probabilistic model
Source: Cornell Maritime Press.

The present traditional approach still uses the Wemmerlov, Prichards and Giffin
probabilistic model developed to optimise the management and spare parts stocking
system. Hunt & Butman, (1995. p.13-21). This model assumes the order quantity to
be the ratio of the annual average demand to cycle period per year and assume that
the spare part is used continuously over time. It also assumes that the vendor of the
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spare part is assigned a definite time of delivery and that there is an excelient
communication facility between the vessei and the superintendent at the head office
such that he knows exactiy when and what spare part is used in order to permit
back order. This ensures that ail demand is fiiied and eventually a reorder point is
determined so that cost can be minimized. Figure 3.2 above shows how this
probabilistic model operates over time.

3.4.3 MAIN PROPULSION AND AUXILIARY PLANTS

Information about ship’s machineries must be documented in a way that it can be
retrieved for management anaiysis and in conformity with the company’s policy, the
class society and other internationai regulations regimes and requirements such as
the provision of the Resolution A.890 (21), “Principle of safe manning”; Annex 11-2,
on the hours of work or rest (IMO, 1999). The overaii management responsibility of
the shipboard office (engine room unit) can broadiy be stated as foiiows:
•

Develop a, programme of operation covering inspection, adjustment and
rectification of fauits and periodic overhaui

•

A way of ensuring that these operations are carried out in accordance with
the programmes

•

Deveiop a method of recording the work done and assessing the result
(equipment register)

These must of course state cleariy the following:
•

What is to be maintained? (Inventory of all machineries and equipment that
wili require maintenance)

•

How it is to be maintained (methodologies of maintenance taking into
account the manufacturer’s maintenance instructions)

•

When it is to be maintained (after breakdown, preventive based on calendar
time or running hours etc) and

•

If it is effective (continuous review and analysis of maintenance techniques
as a basis for improve performance).
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3.4.4 EQUIPMENT CONDITION MONITORING AND TRENDING ANALYSIS

To arrive at a decision on what maintenance action to be taken in any given
situation, in the traditional manual system, shipboard personnel are faced with the
reality of physically standing watch in order to observe and records equipment
operating parameters such as pressure, temperature, flow rates, voltages,
amperage, calendar elapsed time, running hour elapsed time, insulation resistance,
vibration, and lubricating and hydraulic oil characteristics for varying plant load
conditions. With the usually humid noisy and hot condition of the machinery space,
the unsettled nature of the ship’s motion especially in heavy seas as well as human
error in obtaining gauge and other parametric reading are amongst the many which
may affect accurate trending and analysis of engine and other equipment conditions.

These data must be compared with that from the manufacturer’s test-bed. However,
with the manual watch keeping, large volume of data are usually generated from
where the trend can be established and analysed before taking decision on the
cause of failure and possible maintenance action to be taken. Because the daily
maintenance tasks must be carried out as scheduled, it follows that the time needed
for a thorough analysis of these data are spent in the maintenance operation
thereby leaving little room for such rigorous and sometime mathematical analysis.
This has often led to majority of maintenance activities being performed as
scheduled without further investigation as to whether or not the activity is really
necessary at that scheduled time. Good remote monitoring software can handle this
task and eliminate the error of human judgement in the recording of trending data.

3.4.5 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SCHEDULING
The single most important consideration with respect to maintenance and repair is
that of scheduling the tasks in order to take full advantage of time and available
resources. The purpose of such scheduling is to ensure that all maintenance and
repair activities are performed in a timely, cost efficient manner with the necessary
manpower, spare parts and tools available. In the traditional ships, this scheduling is
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done manually using notebook or scheduling, board. It is also one of the most
demanding tasks of shipboard personnel and must be designed to integrate well
with other programmes used by the Chief Engineer onboard the vessel equipment
history (condition monitoring, inventory control), and produce variety of reports for
analysis and planning.

Maintenance scheduling involves gathering of equipment condition monitoring data
on a regular basis, as established above, trending and extrapolating this data to
determine the point at which a prescribed maintenance and repair function should
be carried out. When properly designed, scheduling enable personnel to predict as
accurately as practicable the actual condition of the equipment and the point at
which maintenance or overhaul will be needed in future. The demand in the time of
personnel in ensuring all these conditions are established using manual approaches,
is so much that it is nearly an impossible task especially during emergency
■ situations when pressure can impair sound reasoning and judgement.

3.5 MAINTENANCE SUPPORT SYSTEM

Shipping is a global and competitive business that thrives on thrust, commitment
and efficient service. To survive this highly competitive market, a ship manager
cannot afford to falter in client’s service. It behoves therefore that every ship in the
company’s fleet must, at all time, be ready to provide the best economical services;
the vessels must simply be available. However, the ship is a mechanical structure
and propelled by systems that are largely mechanical in nature. This suggests
therefore, that failure or breakdown cannot be divulged from its operations.

In

anticipation of such breakdown and as a sign of competitive readiness, every
successful ship manager tries to minimize the downtime and possible loss of
earning occasioned by such equipment failure by maintaining a highly experienced
and motivated technical department which will assist the shipboard personnel in
matters of emergencies in the repair of the failed component or equipment.
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The International Ship Management Standards (ISMA) Code and the coming into
force of the ISM Code has now made it mandatory for every ship managing office to
maintain not just a technical division, but develop contingency plan and emergency
response team ready to provide necessary technical assistance and support to each
vessel in their fleet at the shortest notice. Part III of the ISMA Code for example
clearly states amongst others, the need for:
•

The company to establish an adequate and efficient technical support from
the shore based management.

•

The company to have suitably qualified and experienced personnel, in
number and range of technical disciplines adequate for the number and
range of vessels in its fleet, to provide technical assistance and support to
shipboard management.

•

The company shall have available in the office important plans and manuals
for reference and shall develop an effective communication to enable the
distribution of technical information and feedback between the shore and the
ships

•

The company shall ensure that outside specialist technical support as
required can be arranged and a list of such specialist should be maintained
for easy access. Procedures for the monitoring of the technical condition and
performance of the vessel through regular reports, samples and information.

•

The company is to assign to each vessel a designated person who shall
have particular knowledge of the technical conditions and aspects of the ship
with another person designated as a back up. Willingale et al, (1998. p.306)

It is the view of this researcher that the duty of the designated person should not
only guarantee him access to the highest level of management but he should also
be well versed and experienced to be able to mobilize and organise material and
human resources necessary to provide such a proactive response as required by
these regulatory regimes.
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3.5.1 SHORE MAINTENANCE TEAM

Over the last decade, there has been a continuous decline in the size of the world
fleet, though the total volume of ship and tonnage available has been on the
increase. This is occasioned by the ever-increasing size of new ships both in volume
and deadweight. Expectedly, the increase in size and complexities of the ships
machineries has been a thing of amazing concern given the rapid growth in
technology. Given this development, it would not have been out of place to expect
the crew size, to also increase tremendously. Unfortunately, this is not the case as
the demands of stiff competition and desire to cut operating cost has continuously
pushed ship owners and managers to reduce crew even at the face of these obvious
daunting tasks of maintaining such complex machines.

Although most industrial commentators have argued that reduction in crew size is
justified given the level of automation now prevalent on new ships, it can be seen
that this trend exposes shipboard personnel to greater demand on both their time
and intellect; the result being a usually fatigued crew - an enabling condition for
shipboard accident. It is the opinion of this researcher that over reliance on
automation can lead to deskilling of maintenance staff especially with the shift of
paradigm from the traditional mechanical component to a highbrid of both electrical
and electronic gadgets for which the staff may lack the experience to maintain. It is
in the light of all this that the need to develop a shore-based maintenance team
becomes paramount, especially when there is a major breakdown, the maintenance
of which will require a complete strip down.

Since it is not uncommon to send certain failed items of equipment back to the
original manufacturer for effective check and reconditioning, it is only reasonable
that shore side maintenance support team need not be only company’s employees,
but should include other networks of technical service providers such as specialized
consultants, equipment suppliers and manufacturers, all coordinated by the
technical superintendent. When such failure borders on safety or threat of
environmental pollution, the designated person takes responsibility in corporation
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with the technical unit to ensure prompt assistance is given to the ship in line with
the provision of the ISM Code.

It is important that such a maintenance team is in constant touch with each vessel in
the fleet and that they are aware of the performance history of each equipment. This
will enable them perform the necessary trending analysis and possibly isolate the
fault and report the required maintenance actions back to the ship if she is in open
seas. It is hoped that ship managers will embrace the opportunities offered by the
new dawn of information technology in data* transmission to enhance the
communication between the ship and the shore side maintenance team in order to
enhance their performance.

3.6 FUNCTIONS OF THE OFFICE AT SEA
Knowing the vast amount of ship generated data both from operation and other
transactions, it is not difficult to appreciate the role of an effective shipboard office
since it is through this office that such data are processed, documented and possibly
transferred to the shore in the forms of voyage, technical or performance reports. It
is common knowledge that the numbers of equipment (deck and engine room) that
are being monitored especially in a typical traditionally minded ship are numerous. It
is impractical that a watch keeper will be able to carry all such equipment
performance data and characteristics in his head and remember it after a long time.
Hence as long as human monitors still heavily interface the machinery operation, it
is imperative that all performance data should be well documented in the
appropriate log or record books for future references. All such records and those
dealing with the vessel technical transactions and specification are usually
preserved in the shipboard office. The shipboard office therefore has the
advantages that:

•

It aids adequate documentation of all ship generated data and the
preparation of reports of the ships operation for transfer to the shore office.
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•

It provides necessary records that help to ensure continuity of equipment
performance trending and analysis especially in times of transfer of ship
personnel.

•

It prepares and keeps records of the ship’s business transactions, voyage,
ports of call, bunker consumption and any other record, as may be
necessary for, dry docking and surveys.

3.7 LIMITATIONS OF TRADITIONAL SHIPBOARD PRACTICES

The management of shipboard operation as practiced in iconventional traditional
ships, is prone to certain limitations including:
•

Since the documentation and keeping of the shipboard operational
information is heavily dependent on the human interface, the efficiency and
accuracy of such information is dependent on the capability, competence
and skills of the human interface. This is a largely error prone interface with a
possible risk of data loss. Data, if wrongly fed into the system, can be very
devastating.

•

Large chunks of administrative and business transaction need to be
documented. Filing of these vast information can sometime be so demanding
that it takes more time, than that should have been used for other ship
maintenance duties. The bulky volume of documents also makes the
retrieval of particular information a frustrating and time-consuming task
especially during emergencies.

•

Records of transaction are usually kept in hard copies in files. This could be
lost during ship accidents such as fire. Beside, an aggrieved employee can
sabotage the company by removing vital documents from the office or
refusing to document relevant information and data.

•

Reports sent to head office are also mainly in hard copy and bulky. With
each ship in the fleet turning in such reports every forthweekly, there is
usually so much report to be read that sometime these are not read at all,
thereby leading the non-attendance to the needs of the ship.
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•

With the traditional shipboard office, data transfer fronn the ship to shore
takes a long time to accompiish as the idea of satellite is stiil to be fuiiy
appreciated. This means that the time iag between the communication of a
shipboard emergency and the receipt of shore side response is usually long
and sometime iong enough to ensure that before such response is received,
the ship is far gone.
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CHAPTER 4

SHIP TO SHORE COMMUNICATION

4.1. INTRODUCTION
The previous chapter had examined the structure and role of the traditional
shipboard office in the management of ship operations. Needless to say that this
traditional approach, though heavily interfaced with human skills, has been largely
successful as evidenced by the many decades of successful commercial operations.
However, if market demand is taken as an index of measuring efficiency, then there
remains a glaring need to have a rethink about the present day traditional shipboard
office practices with a view to addressing the noticed shortcomings. This chapter will
critically analyse the developments in communication and information technology
tools and the possible role that they can play in addressing these observed
weaknesses.

4.2 TREND IN COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

Communication

in the shipping industry today accentuates electronic data

interchange between the ship and the shore office and vice versa, thus changing the
landscape of information and data transfer; the highest area of growth being related
to telecommunication and information technology (IT), as the backbone of
competitive shipping business. The way shipping companies communicate with their
fleet, agents, vessel traffic control centres, port authorities, weather and routing
agencies, has witnessed dynamic development over the last decade in some major
areas. This includes the surge In the number of alternative communication network
service providers such as Iridium, Globe wireless digital radio, Orbcomm, Xantic; the
continuing reduction in the cost of sending data using the standard imarsat services
A, B, C and mini-M (see appendix IV a - d) and technical Improvements in data
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transfer processes over inmarsat satellites especially in data transmission protocols
and an Internet packet service which promises to improve reliability and reduce cost.
Katsoulakos & Hornsby, (1989, p. 3-2).

4.2.1 RADIO COMMUNICATION

Before the advent of modern satellite technology, most maritime communication was
done using the medium frequency (MF), high frequency (HF), or the very high
frequency (VHF) bands. The VHF provides services mainly in the voice-only mode.
Though the range restriction of the VHF equipment apparently made it useful for
ships close to land only and for communication within the same ship (in case of very
large ships) or between ships that are close to each other at sea.

This obvious

shortcoming is compensated by the equipment’s portable size, ease of installation
and operation and its success as a-tool for traffic control in busy waters. Haddrell,
(1989. p. 46). High frequency (HF) radio, on the other hand, with whip or long-wire
antenna systems and two (2 - 30 mhz) transceivers is used mainly for routine HF
communications between ship-to-ship (to other marine vessels) and ship-to-shore
(to shore based facilities). Unlike the VHF, which operates only on voice mode, the
HF radio provides telex, telephone and facsimile facility in addition to the voice
mode and transmits signals using ionospheric propagation.

4.2.2 SATELLITE COMMUNICATION

Satellite communication can be described as one of the best achievements of
technology. Though this technology has been known for more that two decades , but
“until the advent of inmarsat ship/shore communication in 1982, communication
between sea-going vessel and shore bases has been severely limited and. when
available, strictly controlled” Willingale, (1998. p.192). Thus its potential has never
been realised until recently when convergence in information technology has been
“extended and supplemented by work in the field of application electronics”
Katsoulakos & Hornby, (1989. p 3-1). With the gradual acceptance of satellite
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technology in shipping, most of the hitherto ship’s communication and operational
problems are simply disappearing. However, even with all the potential dividends,
which its adoption promises, some industrial operators are still sceptical about
indulging in it due to obvious reasons of lack of requisite infrastructure and the
associated operational cost of its use especially for small ship owning companies
and most ship owners in the developing countries who do “...not have the margin for
what might be regarded as speculative

investment with

dubious payback

“ Compuship, (1999b. p.18)

The launching of satellite communication technology in the early 1980s did not only
enhance communication, but has also been the bedrock of the current dynamics
and growth of information technology and data management in the shipping industry.
For example, before the advent of satellite technology, communication between the
ship and the shore office was normally through telex, and radio communication
using the HF, VHF bands. However, not only has the satellite changed this, it has
also introduced direct voice communication using telephone. Recent research and
development efforts have since confirmed that satellite communication has enabled
the ship to be directly linked to the shore office and can be run as an integral part of
the office ashore. With this possibility, ship’s data can be accessed from shore by
the management in order to determine the state and position of ship at any given
time and make operational decision more flexible and easy. This data exchange has
been made possible by satellite communication using various channels and modes.

4.2.3 ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE AND TRANSFER (EDIT)

EDIT is the electronic transfer of data from the ship’s database to the shore office
and from the office database back to the ship at sea via the Internet interfaced by a
computer; or from one computer to another within the company’s intranet, extranet
or using the internet for the purposes of technical, commercial or administrative
transactions using an agreed standard to structure the transactions or message data.
Francou, (2002). It has been stated that before the Inmarsat satellite communication,
ship/shore data transfer was hitherto, a cumbersome process given that the
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available channels of communication were limited in number and capability.
However, this has changed and the shipping industry seems to be enjoying better
integration with industries as Inmarsat and other satellite service providers have
risen to the occasion by providing various options for communication, information
and data transfer.

A wide range of research has been conducted in the field of EDIT and some pilot
projects based on these research efforts are already yielding the desired results.
The Lloyd’s register, for example, had in the late 1980s initiated research activities
in the development of a new generation of condition monitoring systems
incorporating fault diagnosis and ship maintenance expert system. A similar
research initiative by the European community on the shipboard installation of
knowledge-based system called ESPRIT aimed at developing an integrated expert
system to support the Master and Officers in optimising safe and economic
operation of merchant ships are a few of the project whose success today is made
possible by the EDIT using satellite links. Katsoulakos & Hornby, (1989. p 3-2).
Electronic data exchange and transfer can be achieved through one or a
combination of two or more channels such as the World Wide Web, the Internet, email, video and teleconferencing, digital selective calling, net - chatting, bulletin
boards and the amount of data which can be transferred through this channels is
amazing especially with the launching of the inmarsat Fleet F77 this year. Digital
ship, (2002a. p.10)

4.2.4 THE WORLD WIDE WEB AND THE INTERNET

The Internet and the World Wide Web (WWW) has become the nerve centre of
information and communication technology, providing an amazing resource base for
information and data retrieval and transfer. The

Internet is an important

infrastructure development with a great affinity for the maritime industry. It is a global
business utility with capacity for global communication network and multi-media
information resources. The fame of the Internet technology is not in providing
electronic messaging links, as is often thought, but in the World Wide Web, which
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provides a complete ready-made infrastructure for the storage of multi-media
information and its related, content retrieval. The shipping industry has been quite
slow in exploiting the potentials of this information technology (IT) breakthrough
because of the associated cost of adopting it for communication. Up till now, shipshore communication is only possible through wireless satellite systems, as there is
still no connectivity between the ship and other broadband carrier such as the
optical cables. With the development of the web, maritime satellite comnfiunications
specialist sees huge potential growth in the use of the Internet onboard ships over
the next five years.
Evidence now abounds to show that "the future lies very squarely at the door of the
Internet and bringing it into the shipping community". For example it is possible now
for shipbrokers or charterers to get information about a prospective vessel and
complete all brokerage or charter party transaction online without having to travel
miles to get the specifications of the ship. In addition to the traditional electronic mail
network, “the Internet backbone technology also has the ability to establish a real
time communication links between participants at a cost of a local telephone”.
Willingale,

(1997.

p.

191).

Further than

this,

with

the

development and

commissioning of the Internet and the WWW, communication between the ship and
the shore office, which was once a highly cost-intensive luxury for most shipping
firms, is not only possible but has changed the landscape of transacting shipping
business. This has been the factor driving most shipping companies, especially in
the developed countries, to strive to connect their vessels to the office ashore via
satellite links using the Internet and Web facilities so that the ships becomes an
integral part of the company’s infrastructure with the result that all information based
on the server ashore can be accessed onboard the ship and vice versa. Digital Ship,
(2002a. p.10).

4.2.5 ELECTRONIC MAIL

Electronic mail (e-mail) is a system of transferring file data, text messages, and
graphic video and sound to the account of another secured user through the Internet.
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It is arguably the fastest and perhaps cheapest method of message or data transfer
and has enjoyed large patronage within the shipping industry and beyond in the
quest to integrate the ship to the shore office and provide sailors, families, friends,
agents, chandlers and other related shipping interests with the benefit of keeping in
touch with family and friends while at sea. Presently, a standard feature of most of
the e-mail links is the ability to preset the satellite connection for certain times of the
day by collating all messages and attachments, compress them before sending
them ashore as a single burst of data and at the same time collect any message or
files waiting in the vessel’s mailbox ashore.

The reason for this simple expedient is to save money and regularise cost. It is
hoped however, that with the launching of the imarsat fleet F77 this practice will
change, since cost will be charged based on the volume of data actually transferred
instead of the length of connection time, as is presently the case. With this expected
reduction in the unit cost of transferring messages and the promised billing system
of Fleet F77, the additional capabilities and flexibility of e-mail can be used to
streamline and improve ship to shore communication and the amount of information
that can be transferred, thus leaving little room for misinterpretation because photos
arid diagrams which could not be transfered via inmarsat fax, for reason of
prohibitive cost, can now be sent as e-mail attachments. Compuship, (1999b. p. 18)

4.2.6 NET CHATTING AND BULLETIN BOARD
Bulletin Board is a moderated discussion board, the purpose of which is to provide
an electronic discussion forum that is accessible to anyone on the World Wide Web.
This technique of information exchange is becoming popular within the maritime
industry as shipboard personnel can now join in professional discussions with
colleagues all around the world even while at sea. Users can initiate and contribute
to conversations. Conversations are monitored and organized by moderators.
Bulletin Board is ideal for extending classroom discussions to the ship, conducting
electronic conferences, and hosting public discussions. Discussions are organised
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into topics and subtopics with the basic topic structure determined by the host and
moderators.

The Ocean Drilling Program (ODP), an international organization that conducts
basic research into the history of the ocean basins, has already developed a
communication policy to maintain an Official bulletin board called ODP/TAMU which
shall be replicated onboard the ship FW JR for the posting of all official ’open
distribution’ with a special folder which will contain all messages dealing with
company’s policies, rules and regulation. With this facility, shipboard personnel can
participate in polity discussions going on ashore.'With this facility, shipboard officers
of the fleet can share their knowledge and expertise by participating in technical
discussions with other professional colleagues ashore thus exchanging operational
ideas. OPD, (2001. p.7)

4.2.7 VIDEO COMMUNICATION AND CONFERENCING

Video technology provides one of the best secured ways of transferring very
complex data because it enables more information to be communicated than would
be otherwise possible through a textual e-mail links. It makes facial expression
visible and may include both sound and text, thus providing one of the highest levels
of human communication. Video plays a very vital role in the creation of multimedia
systems and has become a powerful tool for transmitting audio, text and graphics
within the ship’s workstations and for ship-to-shore communication of technical
information.

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) have developed some standards
such

as

the

recommendations

H.321

and

H.310

which

define

how

videoconferencing should occur over digital communication systems using the
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) while the H.323 recommendation
controls communication over Earthnet, fast Earthnet, Fibre Distributed Data
Interface (FDDI) and Token ring networks. Video to be transmitted is encoded using
ITU’s H.261 recommendation on video coding standards. This enable the video to
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be encoded into group of blocks and “compressed using the discrete cosine
transform. The ability to share document and data while simultaneously transmitting
audio and video can be managed using recommendation T.120 which enable
participation of multiple stations”. The video is decoded at the other end of the
transmission. Harrison, (1997 p. 498).

There are many video compression standards available today but the two most
widely used are those based on the recommendations of ITU’s H.261 and the
Motion Pictures Expert Group (MPEG). Computers are now available with MPEG
and /or the H.261 packages for decompression to enhance real-time viewing of
video sources. One of the widely patronized systems is that developed by the
Cornell University called ‘CU-SeeMe’. This system permits multiple connections to
live video sources over an Internet communications link and is appropriately scaled
to handle the varying bandwidth available through the Internet. Harrison, (1997.
p.499)

4.2.8 MOBILE TELEPHONE TECHNOLOGY

The greatest problem that militated against the use.of telephone services in the
shipping industry has been that of cost, driven by the problem of connectivity.
Though mobile cellular phone has been in use-in other shore-based industries, the
lack of links has been the bane just as in the case of the Internet. This is however
changing with the launching of the Inmarsat satellite communication. A good number
of service providers have now developed links via the satellite that now makes
communication via voice and text telephone possible at a reasonable cost. Presently,
‘AND’, a service supplier based in the United Kingdom, is offering a dedicated
imarsat mini-M terminal with call charge of $2.50 per minute with possible reduction
when the Inmarsat fleet comes on stream while the ‘Crew Link project’ of the
International Transport Workers Federation (ITF) is providing crew calling services
at a rate of $1.85 per minute of telephone call over Inmarsat mini-M. Digital Ship (b),
(2002. p. 12)
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Globalstar is already offering a tri-mode portable phone with clear voice and data
communications using three separate technologies with digital, analog and satellite
capabilities. The phone is designed to extend the ability to communicate from areas
where cellular or landline phones are unavailable and easily switches over from
terrestrial cellular telephony to satellite telephony as required. This gives the caller
greater flexibility and a way of keeping charges low. NERA, has also developed a
mobile phone called ’Nera World phone’, with up to 98% coverage of the entire
world thus making communication by telephone possible no matter how remote the
location may be. The Nera world phone is said to be an improvement on the GSM
in outreach coverage, services provided and cost of dial ups and flexibility. Nera,
(2002)

4.3 ADAPTING IT AND MULTI-MEDIA SYSTEMS FOR SHIPBOARD
OPERATION

Before the various technology tools, discussed above, could be applicable to
shipboard practices, the network configuration must be well adapted to suit the
environment where they are to work and considerations should therefore be given to
the local area network, hardware appraisal and software appraisal.

4.3.1 THE LOCAL AREA NETWORK (LAN)
The arrangement of the network topology should ensure that a single fault
philosophy is maintained in which the failure between nodes should not affect the
continuous operation and data transmission mechanism of the system. Similarly, the
protocol used should ensure the integrity of data flowing through it while a limit
check is also desirable in the systems sharing the network. The network bandwidth
should be broad enough to guarantee maximum data transfer rate in order to reduce
rate of unacceptable data collision. The LAN should also be designed to ensure the
network remains operational even in case of network controller failure and that
connection or disconnection of a single or multiple nodes does not disrupt the
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operation of the system. There is also the need to install monitoring device within
the network for indicating faults and assessing the LAN performance.

4.3.2 HARDWARE APPRAISAL
Though it is relatively easy to predict hardware reliability, it must be borne in mind
that the environment at sea is not an ideal one for the hardware components of the
LAN, thus the main issue when considering the hardware option for shipboard
installation should be its ability to perform the task to specification under the
severest sea situation such as high temperature, humidity, vibration, electrical power
supply variations, audio and electromagnetic interferences and transients in power
lines. It is therefore important that evaluation of hardware be carried out under
extensive real or simulated sea situations.

4.3.3 SOFTWARE APPRAISAL
It is not possible to determine the quality of software just from the analysis of the
system. Therefore detailed evaluation is necessary to ensure the quality of each
piece of software to be used in the network meets a set minimum. There are
basically two main methods of software evaluation. The first include those
concerned with the development processes and evaluation techniques' used for the
system analysis, specification, design, documentation, implementation,' verification
and testing and the second method is concerned with the end product, including
practical testing and verification of the software consistency code using examples.
The use of these methods are however, still limited and yet to be applied to expert
systems or embedded software. It must be borne in mind that the degree of
accuracy of the software is a function of the degree of correctness of the expertise
involved in its development, not based on rigorous theories but includes the rule of
thumb and tricks of the trade that are difficult to assess. Dondics & Erickson, (1989.
pp.1-4); Katsoulakos & Hornsby (1989. pp.7 - 11).
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4.4 SHIP SHORE COMMUNICATION NETWORK
A communication satellite is simply an orbiting repeater device which receives
amplifies and retransmits a signal. The satellite has arguably been referred to in
absolute terms, as “the 'missing link’ or the ‘pivotal element’ in integrating the ship
into the operational structure of the office ashore in order to achieve a rational ship”.
It is the gateway to any ship from the shore subscriber and vice versa. In completing
this link, the basic equipment is the ship’s earth station, which can be connected to
any onboard equipment either directly or through some processing or discriminatory
devices such as the computer, thereby making the network accessible from shore.
The earth station is made up of two distinct components - the above decks and the
below decks equipment. Above the decks, a gyro-stabilised parabolic antenna
keeps the component pointing at the satellite while the vessel rolls and turns under it.
The transmitter and receiver amplifiers are always covered by a white plastic dome
and connected by a single multi-element cable to a small electronic unit below the
deck where all antenna and radio frequencies are handled. Wilding-White, (1985.
pp.1 -5)

The positioning of antenna is of critical concern especially where reliance on high
quality data transmission is important. This is the reason the radome is always
mounted on the part of the ship where it cannot be obstructed, preferably the
highest point such as on top of the radio mast. It should however, be as far away as
possible from the funnel which could pose the risk of obstructing signals while
steaming directly away from the satellite at low elevation. Figure 4.1 below is the
layout of a typical ship/shore satellite communication network showing the various
components that make up the network.
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Shore Office
Figure 4.1: Layout of a typical ship/shore satellite connection

4.5 USE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) AND MULTI-MEDIA TOOLS
The last chapter had considered the traditional practices of managing engineering
operations onboard ships and the associated weaknesses. These weaknesses, in
the opinion of the researcher, could be overcome given the enabling environment for
the adoption and use of IT and multimedia tools to the various shipboard
maintenance task. This section will therefore critically analyse the role of IT and
multimedia tools in ensuring better engineering system management.
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4.5.1 MAINTENANCE PLANNING
It was stated in chapter II of this work that the objective of planning shipboard
maintenance is basically to achieve optimal maintenance policy at minimum cost.
One way in which this objective can be achieved is via the work-study concept,
which involves a detailed analysis of the tasks to be carried out with the aim of
identifying the most efficient procedure and time required to accomplish each
maintenance task. But before setting up a detailed plan, it is important that the
method of overhaul is determined using ‘method study’, a branch of work-study
concerned with the systematic recording and critical examination of existing and
proposed way of carrying out the tasks with a view of developing and applying
easier and more cost-effective method of doing the work.

The determination of the critical path, for example, is a time-intensive task if done
manually. However, by adopting an appropriate ‘IT’ tool such as the computer at the
planning and control stage and using one of the numerous packages now available
in the market, it is possible to obtain an instant review maintenance actions carried
out on each component. Figure 4.2 (a & b) below shows examples of such Multimedia packages developed by MAN B&W and Wartsila for maintenance planning
and task completion by feeding the necessary data into the computer.

Figure 4.2: (a)

(b)

CoCoS Maintenance planning system.

PC-Based maintenance planning

tool.
Source; MAN B&W

Source: WSrtsiia NSD
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Outside the use of the computer other tools such as video recording has the
capacity to replicate maintenance procedures which if followed, can ensure the
actualisation of the maintenance objective given the critical path. In the traditional
ship operation machinery overhaul and documentation of maintenance information
results in a great deal of paper work heavily interfaced by laborious manual logging
of data

by shipboard

personnel.

Many equipment breakdown after major

maintenance, this researcher believes, can be traced to bad workmanship and the
inability of maintenance personnel to decode and follow manufacturer’s operation
instructions manual, which usually come in ‘text-only’ and single-plane graphic
illustrations of parts assembly sequence. In this era of multinational crewing, the
language of instructions may not help maintenance staff that would be forced to rely
mainly on graphics and illustration drawings as guide to exact reassembly of
dismantled parts. This gives rise to lots of trials and errors especially during
emergencies.

The remedy to this foreseeable circumstance seems to be the developments, by
MAN B&W and Wartsila, of web-based electronic documentation systems (CoCoS)
and (ELDOC) respectively, which gives rapid access to technical documentation
through an interactive browser interface using new technologies such as Java and
XML. Figure 4.2 (a) shows PC-based work card for maintenance planning and spare
part catalogue developed by MAN B&W. In this system, technical illustrations and
drawings are supported by a step-wise instructions, digital video photo sequences
and sound thereby giving operators access to technical manuals, work cards and
spare part catalogues from their local workstations.
Similarly the ELDOC system, developed by Wartsila, (figure 4.2b) in addition to
providing a communication service linker, which enables the exchange of
information

with

other

web-enabled

applications,

provides

operating

and

maintenance instructions using interactive multi-media by combining printed
instructions manual, supported by both photos and video, and describing the work
steps, required tools and systems as well as technical references for planned
maintenance operation. Another equipment manufacturer, Alfa Laval have started
providing detailed maintenance manual for all their products (separators) as
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complete collection of video, text and sound conveniently stored in CD-ROM to
guide maintenance personnel by taking them through the entire maintenance task
step-by-step. Alfa Laval, (2001. p 7).

4.5.2 MONITORING OPERATION
This is one aspect of maintenance management where there has been the highest
number of research effort into the use of iT and multi-media systems. Prior to this
new thinking, machinery operations were monitored manually by engine room
personnel by physically standing watch and observing equipment functioning over
the duration of the watch. With the increasing number, size and complexities of the
modern day machineries, the number and equipment requiring attention from the
watch officer has increased whiie the number and expertise of the watch officers are
decreasing as more and more experienced personnei opt for shore- based jobs.
This has placed enormous burden on the engine room personnel and often results
in over-working watch officers both physically and mentally, thereby exposing them
to committing fatal errors. Given this scenario, there is no doubt that “reliance on the
ship engineers to execute complex analytical procedures for engine analysis may
hamper efforts to improve maintenance management effectiveness”. Dabbar et al,
(1989. p.2-2).

However, the .progress made in real time data transfer, using optimised software
with fast data and files transfer capability at low cost, has forced many companies to
initiate researches into the possibilities of remote monitoring of the ship’s operation
and the result has been the development of various EXPERT systems. Such system
must be able to collect equipment operating performance data for prognostic
analysis in order to provide the missing link and develop a true condition-based
maintenance capability. This capability, if combined with on-line ship/shore secured
communication via satellite or other secured links will significantly enhance fleet
operation. The Fault Avoidance Knowledge System’ (FAKS) developed by Wartsila
(2000c), is an example of such knowledge-based software which support predictive
maintenance and fault avoidance by retrieving operating data from monitoring
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systems and analyses this data in various ways, thus helping maintenance
engineers in monitoring the main engine and auxiliary engine condition, trend
analysis and fault diagnosis.

Figure 4.3: Multi-media engine diagnostic package
Source: MAN B&W

MAN B&W, has also developed an expert system (fig. 4.3) for diesel engine
diagnosis with designated computer aided performance analysis software to assist
shipboard and shore side maintenance personnel in minimising plant shut-down and
maximising operating efficiency by providing the engine’s operational data, drawing
up calculations and synopses, evaluating and commenting on the result as well as
preparing reports for the management. The advantage of this is that a greater part of
the Chief engineer’s paper work on these tasks is simplified while an automatic
evaluation with relevant recommendations is provided.

The package also enhances the uniformity of reports, which is of great value both to
the engine room staff and to the superintendent engineer at the shore office.
Similarly, the development of the intelligent engine concept is a further endorsement
of the need for condition monitoring and performance analysis to evaluate general
engine condition in order to maintain its operating parameters within the prescribed
limits. Areas already covered by these systems include the fuel injection system,
exhaust valve actuation and control system, cylinder pressure and exhaust gas
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temperature, charge airflow rate, electronic lubrication systems and other auxiliary
equipment parameters. MAN B&W, (1994. pp.12 -15)

Condition monitoring and evaluation using the expert system is an on-line system
with automatic engine fault diagnosis and sampling of all normal engine
performance data supplemented by cylinder pressure measurements using an on
line interface with the ship’s monitoring computer controlled surveillance. Handrell,
(1989. p 48) opined that adopting a “...shore side experts can provide diagnostic
effort to identify the cause of failures and the required repair procedures". With
decreasing interest in seafaring among young people today and the increasing
complexities of ship systems and lowered skill level of shipboard personnel, the
expert system provides a shore side back-up to improve the efficiency and reduce
down time of the ship. “At all events, the system reports the unsatisfactory condition
to

the

operator

together with

a

fault

diagnosis,

a

specification

of the

countermeasures used or proposed and recommendation for the operation of the
engine until normal condition can be re-established or repair can be carried out”.
MAN B&W, (2000c. pp.1-5).

With the success of the trial of one such system carried out at the Warsash College
of Maritime Studies where various aspects of monitoring engine operation from
shore has been completed using a Satcom link, Haddrell (1989. p.48), the future
looks certain to witness the development of an integrated expert system with a
central database and distribution links for real-time measurement of operating
parameter around the ship. The gateway to this possibility will be to digitise all
condition measuring systems, which can gather data from instrumentation
transducers located throughout the main and auxiliary machineries. This data can
then be sent ashore, compressed and filtered by utilizing a secured communication
channel such as the Inmarsat Fleet F77 service which promises instant connection
without having to batch data. This will be a departure from the traditional alarm and
monitoring systems, which offer little analytical diagnostic information to give the
duty engineer a clue as to the causes of equipment malfunction as condition
analysis, diagnosis, prognosis and management appear on a computer based
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management report with advice on the required treatment. Digital Ship, (2002a.
P-12).

4.5.3 INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

The scenario presented in section 3.4.2 of the last chapter underscores the difficulty
associated with traditional inventory management which involves the laborious
compilation of an asset register, listing every piece of machinery and the job that
needs to be done and the spare parts required for each, on a regular basis. This has
an obvious implication for inventory and location databases. Therefore, the system
must be designed to make identification of the spares parts held in store, their
location and availability easy to determine. It has been stated that one essential
element to planned maintenance policy is an effective spare part control system
designed to ensure that genuine types and quantity of spare parts are available as
and when needed and that adequate records are kept of incoming and outgoing
spares. Failure to adequately prepare this catalogue and a convenient way of
identifying spare part location (which is often the case in most traditional ships) can
lead to overstocking of inventory thereby incurring avoidable cost.

However, to avoid this and prevent overstocking of spare parts, an efficient
cataloguing and control system capable of integrating a cost effective predictive
maintenance, predicated and planned upon actual equipment conditions and wear
rates analysis becomes inevitably necessary. Such a system will lead to reduction
in the quantity of inventory carried onboard and give sufficient lead-time to order a
replacement as and when needed. A number of specialist computer and software
systems are being developed with capabilities extending to shore-based purchasing
arena and compatible with on-line e-procurement services, that enables shipboard
requisitioning of spare parts electronically via a secured satellite link to the shore
office or even to the manufacturer.
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Figure 4.4
(a) On-line spare part catalogue (ELDOC)

(b) On-line spare part catalogue

(CoCoS)
Source: Wartsila NSD

Source: MAN B&W

By installing a reliable Internet Protocol (IP) and maintaining a central database of
all spares inventories, the system is able to check part numbers of all requisitions,
by ship staff, for supply thereby preventing the risk of ordering the wrong part.
Wartsila and MAN B&W have already developed such dedicated systems that is
capable of assisting in the identification of spare parts in the ship’s store or at the
shore office and give easy access to spare part information. By installing an
appropriate browser interface, Figure 4.3 above, information about the required
spare part (i.e. part manufacturer, availability, part number, and location) can be
accessed from anywhere by the ship within the company’s Local Area Network
(LAN).

When this system is integrated within a planned predictive maintenance using the
Mobile Packet Data Services (MPDS) of the current inmarsat Fleet F77, the result is
a combined solution of condition diagnosis, planned maintenance action, efficient
spare part stock handling information which, in addition to detailed instructional
manual (supported by graphic photos, text, video and sound), provides consumption
records and equipment overhaul history thus enabling long term maintenance
scheduling, forecasting of spare availability and procurement.
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4.6 EFFECT OF ’IT’ AND MULTI-MEDIA

Certainly, the revolution in the shipping industry occasioned by the developments
and trends in information technology and multi-media tools are enormous. The
effects are rippling and a welcoming relief to most shipping companies and
operators, offering new opportunities; but it could also be the nightmare of very
small ship owning companies especially in the developing countries, who can illafford the operating edge to indulge in it and compete favourably with bigger ship
owners. Again it has also generated a lot of interesting argument for and against its
possible impact on manning, training needs, safety and operating cost.

4.6.1 SHIP MANNING

The size and complexities of new build and retrofitted ship machineries has been on
the increase and so is the acceptance of recent technological breakthroughs
especially in the area of information management and multimedia system. Gingered
by the continuing decline in interest in seafaring by young people, especially in the
traditional maritime nations, ship owners turned to automation as a way of not only
arresting the obvious effect of shortage of officers, but also as a cutting edge for
achieving optimal cost advantage. Automation therefore, rather than being used to
assist shipboard staff, was seen by ship owners as a way of reducing crew and
cutting operating cost. The threat was palpable enough to attract the action and
intervention of various interest groups such as the International Chambers of
Shipping (ICS), the International Shipping Federation (ISF) the international Labour
Organisation (ILO) in collaboration with the IMO, to adopt a minimum number of
crew for the various classes of seagoing vessels, in accordance with the scales
prescribed under the Merchant Shipping (Training, Certification and Manning)
Regulations 1998. Chapter V, Regulation 13(a) of the SOLAS convention mandates
contracting governments to adopt measures for the purpose of ensuring that, from
the point of view of safety of life at sea, their national flag ships shall be sufficiently
and efficiently manned. IMO, (2001 d. p. 375).
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Already shipping companies are seeing the development in IT, multi-media tools
and technology as a welcome relief for their manning problems given the present
and future projected shortage in the number of qualified seafaring officers and the
continued decline in level of expertise due to early retirement from service. More
than this, the ship owners believe the justification of adopting these tools is in its
ability to keep them connected to the operations of their ships because "...the only
way to be in charge is to be in touch". (Field study discussion, 2002). On the other
hand, most seafarers seem hesitant in accepting the use of these information and
multi-media tools and technologies in the running and maintenance of ships arguing
that, just like automation, it might also lead to further reduction in manning because
most shipboard jobs can now be done from shore, thus justifying the reduction in
number of crew. It is also argued that though these technologies can help simplify
operations, over reliance on them may make acquisition of practical experience
difficult since most fault isolation, diagnosis and decision will then be done
electronically or ashore using on-line technology thereby denying shipboard staff the
opportunity to analyse situations and arrive at solutions, which is the normal process
path of skills acquisition.

This fear, as justified as it appears, need not arise given that no matter what the
level of technology may be, there Is need for personnel to be onboard to do the
hands-on maintenance. On the other hand, the ship owners see the development as
a welcome relief as manning levels and onboard expertise decrease. Already it is
been speculated that the possibility now exist for a shipping company or ship owner
to engage few qualified engineers for all their fleet and keep them ashore to monitor
operations and give trend analysis and proffer solutions to shipboard problems
thereby reducing the number of engineers officers to be carried on board; a position
which this researcher believes, if pushed forward, may compromise ship’s safety
and contravene the provision of the SOLAS convention.
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4.6.2 SHIP SAFETY

Technologies are man-made and can fail anytime. Unfortunately, given the
opportunity, officers can become over reliant on these technologies and complacent
especially when they no longer feel compelled and completely in charge. The
adoption of these tools therefore, raises a serious safety concern. It is argued that
taking orders from shore on what and how to carry out maintenance could lead to
crisis of confidence on the part of the ship staff and they may not give their best. The
possible result of this is that safety can be compromised if in an emergency situation
the connectivity to back-up system fails while the engineer is depending on result of
trend analysis from ashore. More so, no matter how real the monitoring operation
may be, it is way off being the same as the actual situation.

In view of the fact that more than 70% of the ship’s operating cost goes into fuel
and lubricating oil, one way the use of IT and multimedia systems in managing
engineering operation can be appreciated is the role it will play in streamlining
surreptitious bunkering of fuel and lubricating oil by dubious shipboard personnel
who later turn around to fill in the oil record book quantities of unused oil and ask the
Management to pay for new purchase. On the other hand, a successful
fuel/lubricating oil monitoring software will enable the accurate prediction of the
quantity of fuel/lubricating oil that a voyage will require, fuel change over time as
well as give enough lead time for sample testing and eventual procurement of fuel
and lubricating oil at designated ports.

4.6.3 OPERATING COST

There is no doubt that adopting planned maintenance using present-day IT and
multi-media systems is a major decision and sometimes the question has been
asked if it is worth the cost and trouble. Researches have since established that “the
overall cost saving of a ship with computerised planned maintenance is well up to
200% when compared to a sister ship in the same fleet without it” (ABS, 2002). The
use of e-mail and other Internet applications greatly reduces the cost of transferring
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data from ship to shore so that “an average vessel using computerised ship
management systems and spending about five minutes a day on-line, will over a
year costs about US$7,000. By comparison, if the same volume of communication
was made by telex, still widely in use in the maritime industry, it would cost as much
as 25 times more”. Hand (1998).

Although the cost of adopting information and multi-media technologies seem to be
declining with declining cost of connectivity, it is still high enough to scare small ship
owning companies with shaky financial margin (see cost comparism for one minute
automatic voice/fax communication via inmarsat A and B in (Appendix IV a-d). While
costs is a crucial factor when considering adopting these systems, it should never
be considered until the multi-media system have been evaluated for functionality,
technology, and support; because deciding on price alone could put a ship manager
at a disadvantage with respect to the other competing companies that have installed
more sophisticated systems. However, once the decision to adopt this tool have
been reached, then the next step is to determine the cost and build the infrastructure
back bone and data base. The initial pricing comprise of the following:
•

Initial Software Costs - Initial Licensing of the software

•

Data Preparation Costs - Consulting work to give the system "critical mass"
before being put into production

•

Installation/Training Costs - The cost of installing the system as well as
getting the users trained.

•

Database - Some systems utilize a database solution that may have
additional costs in acquiring licenses.

•

Dial-up Service charges (Appendix IV a - d)

These points should always be defined before a final decision is made as vendors
may

price

the

software

low

and

then

leave

the

data

preparation

and

installation/training open, only to overcharge later, after financial and contractual
commitment. A good plan will allow the definition of overall budget for the project.
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4.7 CHOICE OF IT AND MULTI-MEDIA PACKAGE

Purchasing a ship management system is an important decision that, if done right,
can increase the economic efficiency of the organization in both the short and long
run. Automating maintenance processes will repay the cost of installation many
times over during the use of the software. The choice of a software tool may require
the efforts of many professionals in the organization. Often this selection process
may provide an opportunity to review other related items such as upgrading
computer hardware or changing communication systems. However, there are a
number of factors that should be considered during the evaluation/selection process.
These factors can be broadly classified into the following categories: functionality,
technology, support, and cost.

4.7.1 FUNCTIONALITY

Different companies have different requirements. A ship management provider must
offer the flexibility in their line of products to meet the organization’s needs. For
example, crewing agents need crewing and payroll software, while fleet managers
may require maintenance and repairs as well as purchasing and inventory control
software, amongst others. The system’s software products should be modular in
design and allow for the adaptation to today’s needs, as well as have the capability
for future upgrading. Samsung for example, has developed one such flexible
package with capability for full scale automation for vessels, incorporating features
for monitoring alarm systems, reefer containers, power (engine) management, hull
stress, tank level gauging, weather information and voyage data recorder.
Digitalship, (2002b, p.14).

Integration of the system modules is very important, as it allows reduction of inputs,
speeds up the installation of the system, and reduces errors. For example.
Maintenance & Repair should deduct parts from the vessel’s inventory when a user
performs work, while Purchasing & Inventory should replenish stock based on
maintenance done. This then allows the Maintenance manager to estimate the cost
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of repairs, as he knows how many parts are used for a particular job as well as what
the cost was for these parts all in one location. Integration provides the appropriate
information to a user, in making better financial decisions about the running of the
vessel or fleet of vessels. Products that are designed and built to provide this
integration link are generally the most stable and effective of systems. Another
important benefit of running an integrated system is greater ease of administration,
resulting in lower cost of operation.

4.7.2 TECHNOLOGY AND SUPPORT
Often overlooked but critical to the successful operation of a ship management
system is the ability to interface it with corporate accounting packages. This reduces
the duplicate input that may be required should an interface not be present. The
hardware should be flexible and the stability of the technology should be carefully
considered because all too often the customer, before the acquisition of a system,
never addresses this. Since the software system is a long-term commitment the
need for commitment and support must be clearly addressed by the vendor and it
must be an on-going support to ensure successful implementation of the system.
Johnson (2000)
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CHAPTER 5

DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The last chapter analysed the current trend in the communication and information
technology industry and how such developments are being adapted to suit the
maritime industry with the hope that many problems that have beleaguered the
industry especially with respect to ship management and communication between
the ship at sea and the office ashore, it also reviewed the potentials and limitations
of adopting such technologies in the operation and maintenance of shipboard
machineries. A simple in-house survey was conducted to generate primary data that
would complement those obtained from some secondary sources. This chapter
presents the methods adopted for the survey, analysis of the data obtained and
discusses the result of the data analysis.

5.2 RESEARCH DESIGN
As stated in the first chapter of this research, the primary sources of data included
personal interviews with expert and representatives of various manufacturers and
industrial operators especially during the field studies, interviews with visiting
professors and questionnaire responses while secondary sources such as published
reports of pilot projects, research findings, journals and other publications were also
used.
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5.2.1 PbPULATION SAMPLING
t,

Since one of the objectives of this research is to find out the level of acceptance and
the implication of IT and multi-media tools in the management of engineering
operation with emphasis on the developing countries, the World Maritime University
students (mainly from developing countries) as well as the faculty members
(including non-resident lecturers) of the university, majority of whom have had
experience at sea and are skilled in the use of emerging information and multimedia communication technologies, constitutes the population target for this
research.

5.2.2 QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN
The questionnaire used for collecting data from the sampled population was
structured into four parts HI - H4 representing for different hypothesis or
propositions (Appendix V) The questions were structured in an interactive manner
while the responses were ranked numerically from" 1 - 5, using the Likert scale to
measure the opinion of respondents. Items in the questionnaire were carefully
worded to ensure that it reflected only questions directly relevant and unambiguous
to the research objectives. The numerical scale for responses follows the order
below.

Strongly disagree (SD) = 1,
Agree (A)

Disagree (D) = 2,

Not decided (ND) = 3,

= 4, Strongly agree (SA) = 5

A sample of the questionnaire is attached (Appendix V)

5.2.3 QUESTIONNAIRE ADMINISTRATION AND COLLECTION
A total of 70 copies of the questionnaire (inciuding those of faculty staff who printed
their copies themselves) were distributed to the target population. Although, the
questionnaire was originally sent to the group via e-mail, it became obvious that the
response will be poor if expected electronically. Therefore, out of the 70 copies, 55
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copies were distributed physically by the researcher to both class of 2002 and 2003
in the proportion of 40 to 15 copies respectively while the remainder were those
returned by faculty members 8 of whom were also given the hard copy by the
researcher. Completed questionnaire were collected from two points including the
World Maritime University reception and the researcher’s room, through the mail
opening. A total of 53 respondents, representing 75.7%, returned their completed
questionnaire. The ratio of questionnaire return is as shown below.
Resident facuity members

- 7

Non-resident faculty members - 9 (Norway: 1; Japan: 4; Sweden: 2; and Poland: 2)
Class of 2002 students

-28

Class of 2003 students

-9

Total

-53

Henceforth therefore, 53 will be used as 100% of the total sample size for the
purpose of the analysis of the responses.

5.2.4 METHOD OF QUESTIONNAIRE DATA ANALYSIS
For the purpose of analysis of the response data, all positive responses have been
grouped together and negative responses have also been treated in like manners
irrespective of the degree of agreement or disagreement to the question. Hence,
summing all positive responses and all negative responses and applying the simple
percentage method will deem each opinion an accepted opinion (irrespective of
whether it is in the affirmative or otherwise) provided it returns a percentage of the
total responses of 50% and above.

HYPOTHESIS HI (I):
Information technology tools such as the Internet, the World Wide Web, e-mail,
electronic monitoring and other online resources will enable the Management of
shipping companies to be better connected and monitor the operations and activities
of their ships at sea, access the database of the main engine and auxiliary condition,
plan its crew management.
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For example Table 5.0 below shows a summary of responses to hypothesis H1(l).
Table 5.0 : Raw response data for H1 (I)
HI (1)

SD
a
b
c
d
e

3
1
5
1
0

D

ND
3
4
11
5
5

A

SA
17
26
18
19
23

5
3
6
5
4

TOTAL (T)
25
19
13
23
21

53
53
53
53
53

Source: Questionnaire. 2002

By summing the positive responses and negative responses the total response
opinion is then computed as a percentage of the total sample size (53). Therefore,
for:
H1(ia) Total positive responses (A’) = Agree (A) + Strongly agree (SA)
A’ = S (A + SA)
A’ = I( 17 + 25)

= 42

This will give a percentage of positive response for the item (a) to be
Positive response as a % of the total (T) = ^ x 100 = 79.2%
53
Similarly, total negative responses (O’) = Strongly disagree (SD) + Disagree (D)
D’ =Z(SD + D)
D’ =Z(3 + 3)=6
Negative responses as a % of the total (T) = 6_ x 100
53

= 11.3%

The % of ‘Not decided’ responses for HI (la) is given by;
ND as a % of total (T)
=

= |^ x 100
T
5 X 100 = 9.4%
53

By repeating this procedure for each of the questionnaire items, the responses for
the entire hypothesis H1(l) has been summarised in tables below.
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Table 5.1a: Representation of responses for Hypothesis HKD
H1

SD

D

ND

A

SA

3
4
10
5
5

5
3
11
5
4

17
26
12
9
23

25
19
13
23
21

(I)
a
b
c
d
e

3
1
7
1
0

TOTAL
(T)
53
53
53
53
53

D’ =
(D+SD)

A’=
(A+SA)

ND
%T

D’
(%T)

A’
(%T)

6
5
17
6
5

42
45
25
42
44

9.4
5.7
20.8
9.4
7.6

11.3
9.4
32.1
11.3
9.4

79.2
84.9
47.2
79.2
83.0

Source: Questionnaire. 2002

5.3 IMPLICATIONS OF ADOPTING IT AND MULTI-MEDIA SYSTEMS TO:

5.3.1 MANAGEMENT OF SHIPPING COMPANIES

Analysis of the survey data 'with respect to the hypothesis HI (1) is shown in
tableS.la above. The result shows that for item HI (la), (9.4%) of respondents were
not decided,

(11.3% ) disagreed with the hypothesis, while (79.2%) of the

respondents supported this argument. For item HI (lb) (9.4%) disagreed with the
proposition, another (5.7%) were undecided while (84.9%) supported it. item H1(lc)
in the table shows (20.8%) not decided, another (32.1%) disagreeing with the
proposition and (47.2%) agreeing with it. Similarly, items H1(ld) shows (11.3%) of
the population disagreed, (9.4%) respondents were not decided while (79.2%) of the
population responded on the affirmative. In H1(le), (9.4%) of respondents were not
convinced, another (7.6%) were not decided while (83.0%) of the respondents
agreed with this proposition.

INTERPRETATION
In the analysis of the present-day ship to shore communication in the last chapter, it
was shown that the traditional approach of communication was fraught with the
problems of connectivity and high cost of transmission and as such its use, where it
exist, was highly controlled and data usually batched. With this limitation, effective
data transfer could not be guaranteed while the prohibitive cost of communication
did not justify continuous monitoring of operation from the shore. However, from the
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analysis above 79.2% and 84.9% of the respondents in items H1(la) and H1(lb),
supported the respective arguments; an indication that because of current
development in communication technology such as the Internet, the World Wide
Web, e-mail, electronic monitoring and other online resources and the downwards
trend in the cost of communication services, the management of the company can
remain connected and monitor the operations of their fleet as well as access the
main engine and auxiliary equipment conditions and performance parameter for
effective trend analysis and maintenance planning from shore office. Since the
percentages response for both propositions are above 50%, thus indicating support
for both hypotheses (see appendix V).

Item H1 (Ic) of table 5.1a presents an interesting scenario. While 31.2% disagreed
with this proposition, as much as 20.8% were undecided while 47.2% supported it.
The percentage of respondents that supported this proposition is less than the 50%
level for acceptance. This underscores the suspicion of industry watchers that such
proposal if pushed fonward will not only lead to further crew reduction but also, will
highly compromise ship’s safety. There is also the concern of possible conflict of
command between the shore-based and shipboard personnel. The argument here
being that no amount of monitoring and diagnosis carried out from shore can give
the true on-the-spot situation and that if the trend analysts are not present onboard,
their solution may more or less be theoretical.

Items HI (Id) and H1(le) of table 5.1a show a high percentage return of 79.2% and
83.0%, in support of both propositions respectively. Since the returned percentage
support for each case is above 50 %, then the propositions that communication
technology such as the Internet, the World Wide Web, e-mail, electronic monitoring
and other online resources and the downwards trend in the cost of communication
service, will enable the management of the company to effectively plan its crew
management such as training, promotion, leave and relieve duties, repatriation,
revalidation of certification and bridge the communication gap between shipboard
crew and their families via the use of these technologies, should be accepted.
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Similarly, item H3 (a) of table 5.3, section 5.3.3, shows a response return of (17.0%)
of respondents were not decided, (51.0%) disagreed while (32.0%) agreed that the
gains derivable from the use of the Internet, e-mail, satellite communication and
other multi-media systems can hardly justify the huge cost of installation and
maintaining them onboard ships. While this statistics show that the benefits to be
derived from the use of these technology tools will outweigh the initial difficulty of the
Installation cost and therefore justifiable thereby rejecting the proposition, the
response return of item H3(b) of table 5.3 shows a response rate of (17.0%) not
decided, (11.3%) disagreeing and (71.7%) of respondents were of the opinion that it
is'difficujt for small ship owning company to indulge In the use of these technologies
because small ship owners or managing companies with few vessels in their fleet
(in the developing countries) do “not have the margin for what might be regarded as
speculative investment with dubious payback “. Compuship, (1999b. p.18)

5.3.2 SHIPBOARD MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL

HYPOTHESIS H1 (II)
Information technology tools such as the Internet, the World Wide Web, e-mail,
electronic monitoring and other online resources will assist shipboard maintenance
personnel to get expert assistance from a shore, document and transfer engine and
equipment performance data to the shore for trend analysis and use remote
monitoring techniques to augment the obvious manpower shortage.

Table 5.1b: Representation of responses for Hypothesis HI (II)

H1

SD

D

N
D

A

SA

TOTAL
(T)

D’=
(D+SD)

A’=
(A+SA)

ND
(%T)

D’
(%T)

A’
(%T)

a
b

2
1
1
4

3
3
2
6

5
5
5
8

23
25
24
22

20
19
21
13

53
53
53
53

5
4
3

43
44
45
35

9.4
9.4
9.4
15.1

9.4
7.6
5.7
18.9

81.1
83.0
84.9
66.0

c
d

10

Source: Questionnaire. 2002
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The data for hypothesis H 1(11), is given in table 5.1b. The returned data for Item
Hl(lla) shows that (9.4%) of the total population were not decided, another (9.4%) of
the population disagreed with the proposal while (81.1%) responded in the
affirmative. Item (b) showed a similar trend with (9.4%) not decided, and as few as
(7.6%) disagreeing while (83%) responded positively. The response pattern for
items HI (lie, d) of the same table shows no marked difference from (lla, b).

INTERPRETATION
The result of the above analysis shows an overwhelming support to the proposition
that the adoption of information technology tools such as the Internet, the World
Wide Web, e-mail, video, electronic monitoring and other online resources will assist
shipboard maintenance personnel to get expert assistance from a shore based
expert group, who will diagnose equipment fault and suggest possible corrective
actions to the shipboard team; thereby reducing the likelihood to maintenance errors
which could be induced by human factors such as fatigue, stress, incompetence and
confusion, especially during emergency situations. Supporting this line of reasoning,
Dabbar et al (1989. pp. 1 - 2) wrote, “the detailed evaluation of engine data requires
highly trained engineer possessing general engineering knowledge, plant specific
experience, and considerable motivation to work through hours of tedious
calculations on a continuous basis”.

Further more, since engine and equipment performance assessment and diagnostic
skill and style are not constant but changes from one engineer to the other, it follows
therefore that maintenance approaches can only be subjective. However, with the
continuing trend in manpower cutback, the operator of the main engine and auxiliary
systems must exhibit the ability to use the available resources optimally. The
interconnected nature of these tasks often makes this kind of management complex
and difficult. According to Dabbar et al (1989. p.2), such conditions as this “can
result in undiagnosed engine problems, increasing the likelihood of a catastrophic
failure which may impact on ship service reliability”. Under these circumstances,
relying on the shipboard engineers to undergo the complex analytical processes in
order to diagnose the engine fault may hamper efforts to improve the overall safety
and management of the ship. Dabbar et al (1989. pp. 1 - 2) argued.
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In the same vein, percentage return for all other items in table 5.1b are all above
the 50%: this is indicative of the acceptance of the proposition level. This is
supported by recent developments in communication technology such as the
launching by Inmarsat of the imarsat Fleet F77 with the mobile packet data services
(MPDS) and the Integrated Data Services Netvyork (ISDN), capabilities. The MPDS
promises permanent connection of the ship to the shore while cost is only charged
for actual data transferred as shown by the MPDS step-wise line (B) from the origin
as against the ISDN in which cost is charges based on the length of connection
irrespective of whether data is transferred or not as shown by the straight line (A)
from the origin. However, for files larger than 100KB, the ISDN have been shown to
offer more cost savings as depicted by in Figure 5.1 below. Wortham, (2002).

Figure 5.1. Cost Comparison of ISDN vs. Mobile packet Data for application
Source: Inmarsat, 2002.

However, while the MPDS package promises good cost reduction, it must be
pointed out that at the crossover point (i.e. file size of 100KB), the ISDN becomes
cheaper as depicted by the slope of the ISDN line in the figure above. The
implication of this is that it is economical to use the MPDS when the files of engine
performance data to be transferred is less than 100KB but above this file size the
ISDN will be the wise option for sending data from the ship to the shore office for
trending and diagnostic analysis. This will guarantee that maintenance is only
carried out based on trend and condition-based assessment of the engine and
equipment thereby making management planning an easy task.
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Similarly, the acceptance of item H1(llc) of the proposal is only an indication of the
necessity of, and role which adopting the multi-media systems can play in planning
shipboard maintenance and inventory management as discussed in section 4.3.3.
For item H1(lld), while the technology now exists for remote monitoring of engine
and other equipment performance, the positive response percentage of 66.0% is an
indication that, though remote monitoring will augment already existing manpower
shortage, concerns are palpable that adopting this technique may compromise ships
safety because rather than complement .the watch operation, ship owners and
managers may abuse the gain it is supposed to offer by using it as a tool for further
crew reduction.

HYPOTHESIS H2
By incorporating multi-media tools such as sound, video and text, engine and
auxiliary equipment manuals can be recorded in a CD, thereby giving maintenance
personnel an on-the-spot picture of maintenance and assembly procedures,
updated from the Internet by logging on to the manufacturer’s database.

Table 5.2: Representation of responses for Hypothesis H2
H2

SD

D

ND

A

SA

a
b

2
1

3
2

5
7

25
24

18
19

TOTAL
(T)
53
53

D’=
(SD+D)
5
3

A’=
(A+SA)
43
43

ND
(%T)
9.4
13.2

D’
(%T)
9.4
5.7

A’
(%T)
83.0
83.0

Source: Questionnaire. 2002

INTERPRETATION
Analysis of the response to both items this hypothesis shows that (9.4%) and
(13.2%) respectively, were undecided; another (9.4%) and (5.7%) respectively,
disagreed with the proposition while (83.0%) of the respondents supported the
thinking of the proposition in both cases. A daily source of stress for shipboard
engineers is to be seen during the uncertainties as well as during the usual shortage
of time in the evaluation of engine conditions. The high percentage response in
favour of both items in table 5.2 is indicative to the fact that “using multi-media with a
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software package would assist in guiding shipboard staff in the observation,
maintenance and overhaul process”. MAN B&W (2000b).

For example, it has been stated that video provides one of the best ways of
transferring very complex data because it enables more information to be
communicated than would be otherwise possible; this researcher is of the opinion
that if video, sound and text are incorporated in a maintenance manual, it will not
only provide a three dimensional picture of the components being overhauled, but
will also guide maintenance staff through sound instructions while the text format will
aid deeper study of equipment evaluation and maintenance

procedures under

relaxed condition. By this approach the likelihood of maintenance errors, which
could lead to further equipment failures and ship down time, is avoided.

As already stated in section 4.5.1, Alfa Laval have already started supplying detailed
multi-media based maintenance manuals with every of their products, as a complete
collection of videos conveniently stored In CD-Rom while Wartsila NSD has already
developed a hyper-media based multi-media platform (Eldoc system) for technical
manuals and spare part catalogue (figure4.4a). This is similar to another such
programme developed by MAN B&W, the CoCoS system. (Figure 4.4b). Both
packages have already achieved great success in putting spare parts on-line.
OceanVoice, (2000, pp.50 - 51). With this feat, shipboard staff can now log on to
their data bases to access information about spare part data and availability as well
as update their equipment maintenance practices.

5.3.3

MARITIME ADMINISTRATIONS

The lifeline of the shipping industry in any nation is its Maritime Administration. The
role of the Administration in the emerging world order of adopting IT and multi-media
system in shipping business cannot be over emphasised. The implications of
adopting various IT and multi-media systems for the management and maintenance
of shipping business on the Administration are enormous. For example, for the
Administration to be able to carry out its supervisory roles, it must have personnel
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who are trained and experienced in the use of ‘IT’ and multi-media systems and how
to apply same to basic duties such as survey and classification, vessel traffic
systems management (VTSM), search and rescue operations, training and
certification of seafarers. To do this, the Administration must provide the policy blue
print as well as the needed infrastructure base to guarantee safe operation on its
flagships, within and beyond its waters. Table 5.3 summarised the findings of the
survey conducted by the researcher into the issue.

HYPOTHESIS H3:
The cost of installation and maintenance of IT infrastructures is enormous that:
•

The gains derivable from its use cannot justify its adoption.

•

It is difficult for small ship owning or managing companies to indulge In it

•

Third world countries do not have the capital, and infrastructure backbone
necessary for its adoption in shipping operation'

Table 5.3: Representation of responses for Hypothesis H3
H3

SD

a
b

8
1
3

c

D
19
5
12

ND

A

SA

9
9
5

13
19
17

4
19
16

TOTAL
(T)
53
53
53

D’=
(SD+D)
27
6
15

A’=
(A+SA)
17
38
33

ND
(%T)
17.0
17.0
9.4

D’
(%T)
51.0
11.3
28.3

A’
(%T)
32.0
71.7
62.3

Source: Questionnaire. 2002

INTERPRETATION
Response to item (c) of the survey, table 5.3 shows, (28.3%) of respondents
disagreed with the proposal, a further (9.4%) were undecided while (62.3%) of the
population agreed that adopting IT and multi-media systems would place enormous
responsibility on the Maritime Administrations of developing countries because they
do not have the capital, connectivity and infrastructure backbone of information
technology to embark on its adoption in the shipping industry. It also indicates that,
though the trend in the cost of using ‘IT’ and telecommunication services seem
favourably on the down turn and still expected to slide further, it is still high enough
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to give most Maritime Administrations in the developing countries a considerable
concern especially where the connectivity question is yet to be properly answered.

A conservative estimate of the average cost of a workstation is put at US$1000,
(field survey) not including the software packages, system network administration,
maintenance and other associated costs such as personnel training cost, network
access (Internet and the World Wide Web) costs, and utility cost. Thus, if all these
cost components are computed and adjusted appropriately given the number of
workstations in the network, there is no doubt that such cost would be enormous.
Although it may be argued that these cost involvements are only relevant during the
initial installation of the system backbone, ad demonstrated by the 28.3% that
disagreed with the hypothesis, cost of replacement of damaged workstations,
accessories and upgrading processes as well as other recurrent cost elements as
listed above cannot be wished away as negligible. They still constitute a
considerable percentage of the initial installation cost and when taken over a time
scale of say, 5 - 10 years will prove to be colossal.

It is the prerogative of the Maritime Administration also to draw up a policy guideline
to reflect this shift in the various sub sectors of the industry through a thorough need
analysis. Such need study should form the benchmark for a national standard, which
must compare with international standards and on whose strength capacity
development plans would be hinged. Such study, as this is sometimes time
intensive and finance driven which many Maritime Administrations can ill-afford.

5.3.4 MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING INSTITUTIONS (METIs)

HYPOTHESIS H4: Adopting IT and multimedia tools in managing engineering
system operation will lead to deskilling of shipboard maintenance personnel, further
crew reduction and eventual unemployment for qualified seafarers and Impose huge
training cost on METIs.
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Table 5.4: Representation of responses for Hypothesis H4
SD

D

ND

A

SA

6
4
4

18
18
9

5
8
12

16
15
17

8
8
11

H4
a
b
c

TOTAL
(T)
53
53
53

D’=
(SD+D)
24
22
13

A’=
(A+SA)
24
23
28

ND
(%T)
9.6
15.1
22.6

D’
(%T)
45.3
41.5
24.4

A’
(%T)
45.3
43.4
52.8

Source: Questionnaire. 2002

INTERPRETATION
Table 5.4 shows an interesting scenario.’While (9.6%), (15.1%) and (22.6%) were
not decided with respect to items H4(a), H4(b), and H4(c) respectively, a further
(45.3%), (41.5%) and (24.4%) disagreed with propositions a, b, and c of H4
respectively. However, (45.3%), (43.4%) and (52.8%) of the population accepted
items a, b, and c of H4 respectively. The bulk of the challenges of adopting the new
approach to engineering operation and management expectedly will fall on the
shoulders of the maritime education and training institutions whose duty it is to
develop the manpower need to manage and maintain these new systems both
onboard and ashore because “embracing a full-blown planned maintenance system
that integrates ship and shore will inevitably require working practices in many areas
of the company.” Compuship, (1997 p. 17).

One reason of investing in information and multi-media tools and technologies is to
achieve minimum safety risk but most importantly, to reduce operating cost to an
optimal level through the transfer of information and operational data from ship to
shore and back. To help make such information more useful and accurate and
available when needed, those who are to use the technology must not only be
familiar with it but should know how it operates (hands-on), its effect on the
operation of the company and how to use it to gain competitive edge over those yet
to embrace it.

It is the duty of the METIs to develop detailed curricula to reflect these needs.
Unfortunately though, many of these institutions, especially in the developing
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countries, do not have the infrastructure to embark on such training. In the survey
conducted, 52.8% of respondents H4c of table 5.4 agreed that the adoption of these
new technologies would impose huge financial burden on the METIs. Putting it more
lucidly, Htut, (1998. p.70) stated “ in most developed countries, most companies
and institutions use computer technology extensively and have at least the basics of
IT in place" while “in some developing nations neither of these technologies is used”.
This further underscores the connectivity and cost factors of embracing these
technologies in the developing countries. Again most experienced ex- seafarers who
are in the faculties of the METIs, left sea several years ago and may not have even
used a computer at sea let alone use any IT package in managing operation. The
implication of this is that though such faculty members are vastly experienced, they
are not in-tune with current realities. Therefore for this category of trainers to be
effective, they too need to be retrained in the uses and applications of these tools.

5.4

TRAINING NEEDS ANALYSIS (TNA)

In the survey conducted, 52.8% of the respondents agreed that the maritime training
institutions would incur huge training cost in order to meet the training requirements
that will be associated with the adoption of this new technology especially in the
developing countries where the infrastructure backbones are non-existent. To satisfy
this training role will involve a number of cost-intensive strategic action plans. First in
the plans of action, the METIs will have to conduct survey of their training needs.
Such need analysis should be conducted in phases and would have to determine
amongst other things:
•

the rationale, scope and depth of the analysis and the methodology to be
used

•

the infrastructure framework to be installed and manpower requirement

•

the curriculum and instructional design structure

•

the cost considerations and the contract details

The benefit of this need analysis is that it will help in determining in concrete terms
all the resources which will be required and a projection of the approximate cost of
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upgrading or installing these resources. Areas that will require substantial cost of
installation include the procurement and installation of the system backbone and the
workstations, the system software and the system administration and maintenance.
In reviewing the curricula and restructuring instructional delivery process to be
applied to these technologies, consideration must be made of the faculty team to
ensure that it could support the training objectives established in the analysis and
guarantee the training platform produces sufficient realistic training environment to
meet the set objectives.

5.5

THE ROLE OF THE IMO

Although the IMO may not have direct control over the ship owners choice of what
mode of communication to be adopted in the operation and management of ship in
their fleet, the forethought of the IMO in investing into satellite communication
through inmarsat and *the adoption of other related technologies such as the
Automatic Identification System (AIS), the Global positioning System (GPS) and the
Global Maritime Distress and Safety system (GMDSS) are indicators of its resolve to
improve shipping operation and enhance safety of life at sea through effective
communication.

It is therefore suffice to say here, that since it is the IMO that can possibly bear upon
the Maritime Administrations of member states (especially the developing countries)
to improve on their information technology infrastructure, and training scheme to
reflect the current world order as well as bear on the ship owners through other
relevant organisations such as ISF, ITF and the ILO, in ensuring that the potentials
of the systems are not seen by ship owners as an avenue for crew cutback thereby
under manning the ship. It is only a matter of time before the issue of the use of IT
and other multi-media systems comes to the Assembly and the necessary control
regime set if safety of ships and crew are not to be compromised.
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CHAPTE R 6

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

From the discussions and data analysed in the previous sections of this work, the
findings of this researcher may be summarised as follows:

The goal of every good maintenance policy is to ensure the reliability and availability
of the main engine and auxiliary equipment and reduce ship's downtime. Availability
is a factor dependent upon the Mean-Time-Between-Failure (MTBF) of the
machinery. The MTBF cannot be increased from the hardware (component) point of
view alone because the hardware follow established engineering principles and
theories. However, MTBF is a function of the effective planning and execution of
choice maintenance strategy and can therefore be increased from the skill level
(software) of the point of view of the maintenance personnel through the adoption
and use of appropriate IT and multi-media systems.

This research also found that prior to the breakthrough in information and multi
media technologies, most planning and maintenance operations were accentuated
by manual interfaces and the shipboard office was hardly integrated into the
mainstream of the shore based office. This was a result of poor communication
between the ship at sea and the management office ashore, that was limited and
heavily regulated because of the difficulty of connectivity and cost of information and
data transfer from the ship to the shore and vice versa. With the lack of
technological know-how in the communication and information transfer sector,
shipboard officers could not avail themselves of the assistance .of shore-based
technical and expert groups. All this has since started changing with the launching of
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the inmarsat communication technology in the early 1980s. This have eliminated the
connectivity problem and driven down the cost of communication and data transfer
between the ship and the office ashore, thereby encouraging growth and
development in the sector.

The trend in the communication, information and multi-media technology sectors
shows a continuous decline in the cost of data transfer while operators and service
providers are promising more flexible packages such as the inmarsat Fleet F77,
which will further boost ship to shore communication at reduced cost. Some of the
technologies currently being employed for information and data transfer between the
ship and the shore office includes electronic data interchange and transfer (EDIT)
using media such as the Internet and the World Wide Web, electronic mail (e-mail),
net chatting and bulletin boards, video and audio-visual conferencing, CD Rom,
mobile telephone, ITV.

Most of the technologies mentioned above are already being applied either as a
stand-alone technique or a combination of one or more of these technologies for the
management and planning of shipboard operations. The fault avoidance knowledge
system (FAKS), electronic documentation (ELDOC) both of the Wartsila NSD, the
MAN B&W’s intelligent engine the computer controlled surveillance (CoCoS) and the
CD-Rom of Alfa Laval are few examples of the applications of these technologies in
the trending and analysis of engine operation parameters, documentation of
operational and maintenance data, remote condition monitoring and audio-visual
maintenance support for shipboard personnel’s guidance.

The results of the survey carried out are also indicative that the adoption of
information technology tools such as the Internet, the WWW, e-mail electronic
monitoring

and other online

resources is the

key to effective ship-shore

communication and data transfer as it will enable management to be better
connected to and access the performance of the ship at sea thereby enhancing
crew management and closing the communication gap between the crew and their
families. The result also indicates that these technologies will assist shipboard
maintenance personnel to get advice from shore-based expert group and help in the
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effective documentation of equipment performance data, planning maintenance
activities and assisting in condition monitoring operation.

The result of the data analysis also points to agreement that incorporating multimedia tools such as sound, video and text, the operating manuals of engines and
equipment can be prepared and recorded in CDs and CD-ROMs thereby providing
the maintenance team with an on-the-spot picture of maintenance procedures and
updating same from the Internet by logging onto the manufacturer’s database.

The result further indicates that the cost of adopting these technologies, though on
the down slide, is still enormous that small ship management companies especially
from the developing countries do not have the operating edge to invest on it
individually, even though the investment is justifiable given that the gains derivable
from its adoption with time would outweigh its initial cost of installation. Concerns
have also been expressed about the possible implication of the use of the
technologies on the manning level of the ship. It is hoped that ship managers will not
cash in on the potentials of these technologies to cut back on crew as this will defeat
the aims of the tools and jeopardise the ship’s safety.

Finally, the result also indicates that with the adoption of these technology tools.
Maritime Administrations and METIs of developing nations may have to struggle
hard to meet the demand which this developments have wittingly or unwittingly
placed upon them in the areas of providing the infrastructure backbone, policy blue
print and the training and development of the required human capacity.

6.2

CONCLUSION

Throughout this work, the roles of information technology and multi-media systems
in the management of engineering operations and maintenance onboard ships have
been emphasized. The results of the survey conducted are indicative of the thinking
of most respondents in the exercise. However, the expected gains that will accrue
from the adoption of this technological innovation will not be without consequences
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or implications; some of which have been highlighted in the this work; It is now
obvious that the application of information technology and multi-media systems for
managing engineering operations is no longer a concept but has become a reality.
Most ship owning / managing companies with large fleet have already embraced it,
even if as a pilot scheme. It will only be a matter of time before the IMO turn its
focus to this trend and probably make it part of the STCW Convention; and the small
ship owning and management companies, with few ships in their fleet (especially in
the developing countries), cannot wish the trend away. It is therefore time that they
started grappling with the anticipated effects of non-compliance to this new world
order even though the present cost of indulging in these technologies may not be
favourable to their operating economies.

If these technologies are to be enjoyed by companies in the developing countries,
the government of such countries must provide the enabling environment for its
adoption and application. This will involve provision of the connectivity backbone
and other infrastructure, backed by a sound policy blueprint and the necessary
political will. The Maritime Training Institutions must also brace up to the challenge
by providing the necessary skill-based training and capacity development required
to operate and maintain these technologies.

6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the findings of this research, the researcher recommends the following:

Though the gains of adopting IT and multi-media systems in managing engineering
operations

and

maintenance

can

not be overemphasized,

the researcher

recommends that before making a decision to adopt the tools, ship management
companies should carry out a thorough need analysis to establish the desirability
and effect of its adoption to ensure that it can sustain the demand arising there from,
in terms of cost of operation, manpower planning and development and safety of the
ship and crew.
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In order not to undermine the suspicion of possible conflict of command, this
researcher is of the opinion that there should a clearly established line of
responsibilities for both shore-based and shipboard personnel. The best result will
be achieved if the shore side team will be restricted to the condition-based analysis
and their diagnostic result sent to the ship as suggested solution which the Chief
engineer, who knows the real situation, should not be bound to accept if practical
condition and his experience do not support it.

By doing this, the chief engineer

retains his command of the ship and conflict is avoided.

Small ship management companies can participate in the use of these technologies
by co-operating to develop a hub station between the satellite service and the
offices ashore. By so doing, the hub will be converting and compressing e-mails, fax,
telex messages from the ships and optimising data rate to be channelled. This will
otherwise be difficult to achieve by connecting the satellite links directly to the
Internet. The hub will thus minimize satellite communication while the message is
created or received in an appropriate format in the shore offices. All the linked
companies then share the cost of maintaining the hub while each company pays for
the actual data it has transferred. This will eliminate the burden of having to build
individual gateway and pay for the data transferred. Compuship, (1999c. p.17)

The Maritime Administration, aside from providing the policy blueprint, should assist
the MET Is in carrying out a training need assessment and review training curricula
to reflect this new world order. The revision must take into account the level of
knowledge and skills expected to support the use of these technologies. The
duration of training period to accommodate the acquisition of the requisite skills is
advocated.
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APPENDIX I:
Fault-Isolation and Diagnostic Techniques

Figure 2.3: Overview of machinery system operations and maintenance
Source : Hong, H. (SNAME)
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APPENDIX II:

Block diagram of planned maintenance system
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APPENDIX III:
^ .
Figure 3.1: Oraanisationa! chart of a typical ship Management Company showing
lines of authority and relationship between the shore-based and shipboard
management

Source: Researcher
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APPENDIX IV (a)
Cost comparism table for a one-minute automatic Inmarsat - A communication
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APPENDIX IV (c)
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APPENDIX IV (d)
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Source:Compuship
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APPENDIX V
RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE
Dear Sir/ colleagues,

I am a student / your colleague in Maritime Education and Training (MET - E). I am
writing my dissertation on the topic:

The Shipboard Office - the role of Information Technology (IT) and Multimedia systems in managing Engineering operation and maintenance onboard
ships.

In order to achieve the objective of this research, I have developed the
questionnaire below. It is my hope that you will oblige me your sincere and honest
response to these questions bearing in mind that your answers will surely be the
bench mark on which important conclusion will be based. I assure you that your
response shall be treated with high degree of confidentiality.

Thank you as you volunteer your experience to respond to these questions.

Obara, Okechukwu.
( MET - E )
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Instruction: This questionnaire has been structured into four parts H1 - H4. The
questions are structured in an interactive manner while the responses are ranked
numerically from 1-5. By following the key to this ranking, simply circle the rank
that best represent your opinion. If you have any additional comment(s), please feel
free to use the space provided below.

KEY TO RANKS
1

=

Strongly disagree.

2

=

Disagree.

3

=

Not decide.

4

=

Agree.
5 = Strongly agree.
HI. Information technology tools such as the Internet, the World Wide Web, e-mail,
electronic monitoring and other online resources will:

(I). Enable the Management of shipping companies:

a. To be better connected and monitor the operations and activities of their ships at
sea such as the ship’s performance, fresh water generation, fuel and lubricating oil
consumption etc to ensure they are in line with company’s policy. (1 2 3 4 5 )

b. Access the database of the main engine and auxiliary condition and performance
parameters for effective trend analysis and maintenance planning. ( 1 2 3 4 5 )

c. Reduce personnel cost by appointing one experienced Chief Engineer to lead an
expert group ashore, to provide expert performance and condition analysis and
advice to the ship, through remote monitoring techniques. ( 1 2 3 4 5 )
d. To effectively plan its crew management such as training, promotion, leave and
relieve duties, repatriation, revalidation of certification, etc. ( 1

2 3 4 5 )

e. To bridge the communication gap between shipboard crew and their families via
the use of e-mail, satellite phone etc. ( 1

2 3 4 5 )
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(II). Assist shipboard maintenance personnel:
To get expert assistance from a shore based expert group, who will diagnose
equipment fault and suggest possible corrective actions to the shipboard team;
thereby reducing the likelihood to maintenance errors which could be induced by
human factors such as fatigue, stress, incompetence and confusion, especially
during emergency situations. ( 1

a.

2 3 4 5 )

To effectively document and transfer engine and equipment performance

data to the shore office for analysis and management planning. (1

b.

2

3 4 5 )

In planning shipboard maintenance scheduling, ordering and inventory

management of spare parts. ( 1

c.

2 3 4 5 )

To use remote monitoring techniques to augment the obvious manpower

shortage occasioned by the continuous crew reduction, even as machinery size and
complexities continue to increase, thus putting shipboard staff under severe
pressure. ( 1

2 3 4 5 )

H2. By incorporating multi-media tools such as sound, video and text, engine
and auxiliary equipment manuals can:

a. Be recorded in a CD, thereby giving maintenance personnel an on-the-spot
picture of maintenance and assembly procedures, and eliminating possibility of
assembly errors, which can lead to further breakdowns. ( 1

2 3 4 5 )

b. Be updated from the Internet by logging on to the manufacturer’s database thus,
making current maintenance practices available to shipboard maintenance team.
(

1

2 3 4 5 )

H3. The cost of installation and use of information technology infrastructures such
as the Internet, e-mail, satellite communication etc and maintaining them onboard
ships is

enormous that:
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a. The gains derivable from its use can hardly be justified (1

b.

2 3'4 5 )

It is difficult for small ship owning company to indulge in it ( 1

2

3

4

5 )
c. Third world countries do not have the capital, connectivity and infrastructure
backbone of information technology to justify its adoption in shipping
operation. ( 1

2 3 4 5 )

H4. Adopting IT and multimedia tools in managing engineering system operation will:

a. Lead to deskilling of shipboard maintenance personnel. (1

2 3 4 5 )

b. Result in further crew reduction and eventual unemployment for qualified
seafarers
and cadets. (

1

2 3 4 5 )

Impose huge training cost on Maritime education and training institutions (MET Is)
which most developing countries cannot meet. ( 1

Additional comment(s)
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2 3 4 5 )

